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FOREWORD
A continuing concern and effort of th- Na-

tional Center for Health Statistics has been to
better assess the effectiveness of its survey
data collection mechanisms. Through the means
of household interviews, examination surveys,
and record surveys, a large variety of data,
some of it overlapping, has been collected. Pro-
gram plans and objectives have made it impera-
tive that research be conducted to evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of the various sur-
veys and thus to concentrate the efforts on those
objectives best performed in each particular
survey.

Important questions with respect to inter-
view surveys have continued to be How complete
is the reporting of chronic conditions by house-
hold respondents? and What is the value of con-
dition data collected by household interviews?
A large-scale study was conducted in collabora-
tion with the Health Insurance Plan of Greater
New York to compare the information collected
in household interviews with that found in ex-
isting medical records. (See "Health Interview
Responses Compared with Medical Records,"
Vital and Health Statistics, PHS Pub. No. 1000 -
Series 2-No, 7.) This study probed many facets
of the agreements and disagreements to be found
in such comparisons. It also indicated the need
for a more sophisticated study plan which would
utilize a prospective record source designed to
control for differences in communication be-
tween physician and patient, for the duration of
the condition, and for some measures of the im-
pact of the condition as correlates of the meas-
ures of completeness of reporting in health in-
terviews.

Such a study was planned as a contract proj-
ect with the extensive collaboration of the Stan-
ford Research Institute, the Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan (Southern California Region), South-
ern California Permanente Medical Group, the

U.S. Bureau of the Census, and the National
Center for Health Statistics. The first report
(Series 2, No. 23), is a description of the study,
in which the chronic illnesses and impairments
reported by a sample of persons in household
interviews were compared with the chronic ill-
nesses and impairments found in specially pre-
pared medical records, The study population
consisted of a sample of members of a prepaid
medical and hospitalization plan.

The general objectives of the study were:

1, Ascertaining the extent of reporting by
respondents in household interviews of
conditions for which medical care was
sought over a period of 12 months,

2, Relating the extent of reporting of con-
ditions to some measures of communi-
cation between physician and patient;
to the relative impact of the condition
in terms of duration and number of
physician visits; and to type of treat-
ment.

3. Experimenting with different versions of
the health interview questionnaire.

This is the second report from the study and it
deals primarily with overreporting and under-
reporting of specific chronic conditions in house-
hold interviews.

Dr. William G. Madow of the Stanford Re-
search Institute served as project officer for
this study and was responsible for the prepara-
tion of this report. Mrs. Louise Bollo served
as nosologist, and Mrs. Geraldine Gleeson per-
formed major editorial service in preparing the
report for publication.

Elijah L. White. Director,
Division of Health Interview
Statistics
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NET DIFFERENCES IN INTERVIEW DATA ON CHRONIC
CONDITIONS AND INFORMATION DERIVED

FROM MEDICAL RECORDS

William G. Madow, Ph.D., Stanford Research Institute

OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL
FINDINGS

Background

As a part of its continuing program of studies
designed to evaluate the accuracy and complete-
ness of diagnostic information obtained by house-
hold interview, the Health Interview Survey con-
tracted with the Stanford Research Institute to do
a study comparing responses to health interviews
with medical records. The population used for the
study was a sample of the members of the Kaiser
Foundation Health Plan (K FLIP) Southern Cali-
fornia Region -a large prepayment medical plan
providing services through the Southern California
Perrnanente Medical Group (SC PMG) and hospital-
ization through Kaiser Foundation hospitals. The
data collection phase of the study consisted of com-
pleting medical records created specifically for
the study and then interviewing the persons for
whom these records were maintained.

Content of Earlier Report

The general findings of the study, together
with conclusions and recommendations pertinent
to the interview survey, are presented in an earlier
publication issued by the National Center for
Health Statistics entitled "Interview Data on
Chronic Conditions Compared With Information
Derived from Medical Records" (Vital and Health
Statistics, Series 2, No. 23). That report also in-
cludes a description of the backgrounci and objec-

tives of the project and some of the problems en-
countered during the conduct of the study.

As in other evaluative studies of this kind, a
principal finding was that a certain proportion of
conditions listed in the medical records were not
reported in the household interviews. In general
the unreported conditions tended to be those for
which there was little, if any, impact on the per-
son involved. Respondents reported more fully on
conditions important to them and reported less
well on conditions of lesser subjective impor-
tance.

Most researchers, while doing their utmost
to reduce errors of response, are aware of the
fact that there are errors of reporting in two
directions: understatement and overstatement.
The costs and difficulties of eliminating response
bias are often so great that researchers take ad-
vantage of the extent to which understatements
and overstatements balance one another in indi-
vidual estimates, i.e., the size of the net response
bias. In some instances, relationships may hold
up even when individual estimates are subject to
fairly large errors of reporting. By considering
only whether conditions found in the medical rec-
ords had been reported in the household inter-
views, the earlier report considered the gross
error of reporting in only one direction. No at-
tempt was made to investigate the extent to which
underreporting of conditions found in the medical
records was balanced by overreporting of condi-
tions in the household interview.

The general purpose of the present report is
to investigate the extent and magnitude of net dif-



ferences in the conditions reported in household
interviews and those recorded in the Physician
Visits Record Summary)

On the whole, while differences do exist, there
is a tendency for the gross errors to balance out
and for the net bias tobe relatively small, partic-
ularly in view of the frequent vagueness and un-
certainty in diagnosis and the lack of precision
with which patients understand diagnoses. Even
though only a small number of comparisons have
been made here, it seems that the differences
between chronic conditions in the medical rec-
ords (PVRS's) for the study year and those re-
ported in the household interviews are small
enough that the findings can be used for some
evaluative purposes, The large sizes of the gross
errors, however, still require attempts to im-
prove the data.

PLANNING AND CONDUCTING
THE STUDY

Earlier Research on Health Interview Data

Recognition of the fact that information on
illness collected by household interview does not
reflect a complete and accurate account of all
chronic conditions present in a population led to
a number of research studies during the early
years of the National Health Survey. In one of
these studies,2 carried out by contractual ar-
rangement with the Health Insurance Plan of
Greater New York (HIP), the use of medical serv-
ices for a condition during a given year was
established from records maintained by HIP, and
information collected by interviews was examined
in relation to this criterion source. The record
source in this study was the reporting document

1A formthe Physician Visit Recordwas filled out
by the physician for each sample person after each visit to
SCPMG during the study year. At the end of the study year,
the Physician Visit Records were summarized for each person;
this summary is called the Physician Visits Record Summary.
For more detailed information on this form, see Series 2, No.
23, page 7.

2,,Health Interview Responses Compared With Medical
Records," Series 2, No. 7.

2

(Med 10) which HIP physicians submitted to the
central office in accordance with operational pro-
cedures of the Plan. These records, consisting
of single-line entries on an administrative form,
were used instead of the entries on the patient's
clinical chart because the wide geographic dis-
persal of the medical groups and the variety of
recordkeeping systems precluded the examination
of all physician entries for a given individual.
Since the Med 10 form gave no medical history,
evaluation of symptoms, nor weighing of differen-
tial diagnoses, conditions and their chronicity
were inferred from the records. While studies
carried out within HIP have indicated that the Med
10 is a reliable document for statistical purposes,
it was somewhat less than ideal for use as a cri-
terion relating to the presence of diagnosed
chronic conditions.

While the retrospective study conducted by
HIP yielded valuable information, it was felt that
its findings should be confirmed in a different popu-
lation and that other aspects of interviewing prob-
lems could be investigated in a prospective rec-
ord-check study. This plan for further research
led to the arrangement with the Stanford Research
Institute (SRI) to conduct such a study. Some of the
comparative features of the two studies are dis-
cussed later.

Data Collection for the SRI Study

An important innovation in planning the pro-
spective study undertaken by SRI was the creation
of medical records to be used especially for the
studythe Physician Visit Record (PVR)which
was filled out by the physician following each phy-
sician-patient visit. In preparing the PVR, sum-
marized in the Physician Visits Record Summary
(PVRS), the physicians were asked to enter any
diagnosis (condition) impression or symptom that
was considered, noted in the record, or mentioned
by either the physician or the patient. "lhe con-
dition category noted in the record referred to
conditions that the doctor had entered in the pa-
tient chart regularly filled out after each visit. It
was quite possible that the patient had various
conditions never mentioned in his meetings with
the physician during the study year; such condi-
tions would not have been entered on the PVR and



thus would not have been summarized on the PVRS.
The physician cud not always enter on the PVR all
conditions that he noted on the patient chart dur-
ing a visit.

Some patients received part or all of their
medical care outside SCPMG. Conditions reported
by such patients would not necessarily appear in
their medical records maintained at SCPMG. In
estimating net differences it therefore seemed de-
sirable to limit the study to data for persons who
reported that they had used only SCPMG as a
source of. medical assistance during the study
year. The study included only those conditions
which were entered in the medical records or
about which the respondent said he had spoken
with a physician during the year. Because of these
limitations the basic comparison in this report is
between conditions found in the medical records
(PVRS's) created for this study and conditions
reported in the household interviews conducted
after the completion of the study year.

The interviews, which were conducted by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census acting as collecting
agent for the Division of Health Interview Statis-
tics, National Center for Health Statistics, per-
tained to conditions which were diagnosed or for
which medical treatment had been received during
the study year. The formats of the questionnaire
used in the interviews, the Physician Visit Rec-
ord, and the Physician Visits Record Summary
are shown in appendix I of this report. A descrip-
tion of the sample design can be found in appendix
HI.

The questionnaire and corresponding PVRS
for each patient were sent to the Division of Health
Interview Statistics, which undertook demographic
and medical coding of the study data. Transcrip-
tion sheets were prepared, and chronic conditions
on the questionnaire and PVRS were identified,
compared, and matched.

Analysis of the Data

Once the chronic conditions had been identi-
fied, they were assigned the three- and four-digit
diagnostic codes of the Seventh Revision of the In-
ternational Classification of Diseases (ICD). The
codes were summarized into a classification of
50 diagnostic categories similar to the Recode 3
used in the Health Interview Survey with each of

these 50 classes consisting of chronic conditions
with specified codes. (See appendix 11.)

If a chronic condition on the PVRS and a con-
dition on the questionnaire had LCD codes within
the same recode class, the conditions were as-
signed match code A.

If a chronic condition on the PVRS and a con-
dition on the questionnaire had ICD codes that were
not within the same recode class but appeared to
be associated, the conditions were assigned
match code B. (It is recognized that code B is not
sharply defined.)

Chronic conditions on the PVRS which were
not assigned either match code A or match code B
were assigned code C. A code C condition on the
PVRS had no associated condition on the question-
naire.

If a chronic condition on the questionnaire was
not assigned either match code A or B, it was as--
signed code D, meaning that there was no associ-
ated condition on the PVRS. Code D conditions
about which the respondent reported that he had
seen or spoken to a physician in the preceding 12
months were analyzed separately as D12 condi-
tions. Code D conditions for which the respondent
did not report receiving medical services during
the 12-month period are D+ conditions.

CHRONIC CONDITIONS BY TYPE OF
MEDICAL SERVICES USED

As mentioned earlier, in order to consider the
net effects of reporting errors, it was necessary
to limit the study to persons who had utilized only
SCPMG for medical services and only Kaiser
Foundation hospitals for hospital services. Those
interviewed were asked about the physicians they

_

had contacted and hospitals they had used for their
medical services during the study year and were
then asked to authorize examination of their med-
ical records.

Type of Medical Services

Table 1 shows the distribution of chronic con-
ditions in the medical records and household
interviews and of persons with chronic conditions
according to the type of medical service utilized.
The four classifications of these data are based
on what physicians and hospitals the respondent

3



reported using during the study year: (1) SCPMG
and Kaiser Foundation hospitals only, (2) other
physicians and hospitals in addition to SCPMG and
Kaiser Foundation hospitals, (3) only non-SCPMG
physicians and hospitals, (4) no physician or hos-
pital services at all. The tabulation excludes per-
sons reported by both the medical records
(PVRS's) and the questionnaire as having no
chronic conditions.

Approximately 67 percent of all conditions re-
corded in the PVRS's and/or reported in the inter-
views were for persons who reported inthe inter-
view that they had received only SCPMG services
and whoie utilization status was verified in the
PVRS. An additional 15 percent of the conditions
were for persons who had received services
from other medical facilities as well as from
SCPMG, according to entries on the questionnaire
and the PVRS. For approximately 9 percent ofthe
conditions both PVRSand interview indicated that
either no SCPMG services or no medical services
whatever had been received.

It should be pointed out that the 245 persons
(shown in table 1) who reported the receipt of
services from "SCPMG only" according to the
PVRS but reported "No utilization" in the house-
hold interview could have used the services of
physicians and hospitals other than SCPMG. Ac-
cording to the medical records these respond-
ents were seen by an SCPMG physician or were
hospitalized in a Kaiser Foundation hospital for
596 conditions during the study year. These re-
spondents may also have had conditions that were
diagnosed by physicians or in hospitals outside
SCPMG, but rather than have a separatecategory
for "SCPMG and possible others" it was decided
to categorize them as "SCPMG only."

An additional 172 conditions were recorded
in the medical records (PVRS's) of persons who
reported in the interview that they had used only
non-SCPMG medical services. These may be
viewed as reflecting a memory defect.

The classification of utilization for deter-
mining whether the person' had utilized SCPMG
was based on his PVRS, but the respondent's
statements with respect to outside utilization or
no utilization were accepted when they were not
in conflict with the medical records (PVRS's).

There were 470 conditions reported by re-
spondents who said they had used only SCPMG
services for which no record of SCPMG usage
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during the study year could be found on the
PVRS's. Again, this seems to indicate a memory
failure.

Distribution of Chronic Conditions

Of the 15,417 conditions found in either the
medical records or in the household interview
questionnaire, 14,099, or approximately 91 per-
cent, were reported in the same manner in both
sources with respect to the utilization of medical
services. Approximately 88 percent (4,445 out of
a total of 5,027) of the respondents reported the
same utilization of medical services as was re-
ported in the medical records.

For persons who either reported at least one
chronic condition or had a chronic conditiorrie-
cOided on their PVRS, table 1 shows the number
of chronic conditions per person according to the
utilization of medical services as reported by the
respondent and recorded on the PVRS. Persons
who, according to both PVRS and questionnaire,
utilized not only SCPMG but also other treatment
facilities had about 20 percent more conditions
per person than those who utilized SCPMG only,
and persons in both of these categories had at
least 50 percent more conditions per person than
those who utilized only ndn -SCPMG sources and
those who had no medical or hospital services.

The distribution of chronic conditions by
type of match (A, B, C, D12, or ID+) according to
utilization as recorded on the PVRS and reported
in the interview is shown in table 2.

More than one-third of the 15,417 conditions
reported in the interview and/or recorded in the
PVRS were conditions reported in the interview
only for which the person did not report receiving
medical services during the 12-month period
preceding the interview (D+ conditions). Since the
absence of medical treatment during the year pre-
cludes their being recorded in the PVRS's, these
conditions are not considered in the rest of this
report.

Of the 6,140 conditions recorded in the PVRS's
(match categories A, B, and C, shown in the first
line of table 2), 3,359, or approximately 55 per-
cent, were also repotted in the interview (match
categories A and B). When conditions are re-
stricted to those of persons who received SCPMG
services only, the percentage is slightly less, 54
percent.



NET DIFFERENCES IN INTERVIEW
REPORTS AND MEDICAL RECORDS

Underreporting and Overreporting of
Chronic Conditions

An important consideration in this study is
determining if there is an interchange between
the conditions identified as C conditions (reported
only in the records) and D12 conditions (reported
only in the interviews), i.e., whether the words
used by the patient and doctor in describing the
same condition are sufficiently different from one
another to preclude an A or B match.

Table 3 provides some information on
whether a person tends to have equal numbers of
C (underreported) and D12 (overreported) con-
ditions. The table shows, for persons who utilized
only SCPMG services, the distribution of condi-
tions by number of D12 conditions and number of
C conditions. (In both cases, the maximums shown
in the table are correct; i.e., no individual had
more than five C conditions or eight D12 condi-
tions.) Clearly the association between C and D12
conditions is not great. Of the 3,401 persons who
utilized only SCPMG services, 998, or 29.3 per-
cent, had neither a C nor a D12 condition. An ad-
ditional 228 persons, 6.7 percent, had the same
number of C and D12 conditions, and 1,476 per-
sons, 43.4 percent, had numbers of C and D12
conditions that differed by one.

Among the sources of difference may be the
reporting of an ailment as a single condition in
one source and as more than one condition in the
other source. Nonetheless, it is not reasonable to
assume from the findings of this study that re-
spondents were reporting C conditions as D12
conditions because of their failure to understand
the nature of their conditions.

The basic measures of completeness of re-
porting in this study are presented in table 4 and
summarized as indexes of reporting differences in
table 5.

It is evident from table 4 that the number of
conditions reported in the Medical records (5,279)
for persons who had received only SCPMG serv-
ices during the 12 months prior to interview was
roughly 12 percent higher than the number of con-
ditions reported in she household interview
(4,714). This difference is due entirely to condi-

tions on the PVRS only (C conditions) or reported
in the household interview only (D12 conditions),
and there are approximately 30 percent more C
than D12 conditions. However, if one compares
the percentages for all conditions reported in the
PVRS's and all conditions reportec; in the house-
hold interviews, the agreement is fairly good, and
the differences that do 4st seem to be logical.
For example, one of the larger differences is in
the category "mental illness, specified types, noc
elsewhere classified." There is little differenco
in the less specific category "ill-defined mental
and nervous trouble," and, in addition, when the
questionnaires were examined, the entries found
in the medical records for such conditions had
names such as "anxiety," or "tension," or other
words that might not appear to a patielit perma-
nently living with such conditiol. 3 to he the med-
ical reasons for which he had consulted a doctor.
On the whole, considering the tendency to unde-:-
report mental illness and other illnesses that the
respondent believes to be socially unacceptable,
lack of agreement between medical records and
interview data in this instance is not unexpected.

Net Reporting Differences

In a study of this kind it is difficult to estab-
lish a proper denominator to compute a single
index which will reflect the net reporting dif-
ferences. As an alternative, two indexes are
presented in table 5. One is the proportion of con-
ditions found in the medicE1 records but not
reported in the interviews (an estimate of under-
reporting), and the other, the proportion of con-
ditions reported in the interviews but not found
in t!.e records (an estimate of overreporting).
Since these indexes, shown for eact, diagnostic
category, are derived from the data shown in
table 4, they are based on information about per-
sons who used SCPMG services only for condi-
tions that had been medically attended during the
1-year period covered by the PVRS's.

When both of the indexes for a particular
diagnostic category are comparatively low, it can
be expected, on the basis of this study, that con-
ditions within the category will be reported in an
interview with a fair degree of accuracy. If, in
addition, the indexes are of the same general
magnitude, the gross prevalence produced from
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interview data will approximate the unbiased es-
timate of the true prevalence level in the popu-
lation. If, on the other hand, either or both of the
indexes for a category are high, then the estimates
from the interview must be cor ',1ered as suspect,
even though two high indexes le same magni-
tude will produce an approximate gross preva-
lence.

Conditions with low indexes of underreporting
and overreporting, which might be expected to be
reported with a fair degree of accuracy and com-
pleteness in a household interview, include dia-
betee, vascular lesions of the central nervous
system, heart conditions, diseases, of the gall-
bladder, and absence of fingers and toes.

In evaluating this material it should be kept
in mind that overreporting may have r esulted from
the fact that record data were limited to those
conditions for which a person had seen an SCPMG
physician during the year. Thus, respondents could
have reported in the interview conditions of long
duration or even presently inactive conditions they
had many years ago which were not noted in the
current medical records. This possibility may ex-
plain some part of the overreportingin such cate-
gories as tuberculosis, rheumatic fever sinusitis,
bronchitis, and severe visual impairment.

Furthermore, data on the accuracy of chronic
condition reporting in household interviews, shown
in tables 4 and 5, should be interpretedin the light
of some findings presented in the earlier report
on this project (Series 2, No. 23). Some of the more
pertinent paragraphs from the earlier publication
that describe several of the shortcomings of the
study follow.

Communication between physician and
patient seemed to vary considerably from
condition to condition. Often in the discussion,
reference is made to the fact that something
was or was not entered during the visits at
which the physician reported the condition on
the PVRS. ,

For 31.3 percent of the 6,140 conditions
recorded on the PVRS, the physician stated
that during no visit during the study year had
he told the patient the actual diagnosis or a
diagnosis codable to the actual diagnosis.
Similarly, for about 51 percent of the con-
ditions the physician stated that during no

visit had the patient told-him either the ac-
tual diagnosis or used a term codable to the
actual diagnosisi.e., neither a formal diag-
nostic statement, lay terms, nor symptom
statements related to the diagnosis had been
used by the patient during his visits to the
physician.

Sometimes in ;speaking to a patient a
physician emphasizes the condition from
which the patient is suffering and sometimes
he does not. For 54 percent of the conditions,
the physician claimed that during no visit had
he made a particular point of the diagnosis in
discussing the condition with the patient.

The physician was asked to enter on the
PVR whether the patient reported having pain
or emotional stress or spending at least 1
day in bed during the week preceding the pa-
tient's visit. Approximately 70 percent of the
conditions were such that at no visit did the
physician indicate on the PVR that the pa-
tient had had pain or emotional stress during
the preceding week. For about 10 percent of
the conditions, the physician stated that the
patient had said he had spent at least 1 day
in bed during the preceding week.

Even though the percentages quoted above
pertain to all conditions in SCPMG records (A, B,
and C. conditions in table 2), it is reasonable to as-
sume that they also apply to conditions among per-
sons receiving SCPMG services only.

Completeness of Reporting by Frequency

of Physician Visit's

Shown in tables 6 and 7 are distributions of
conditions by number of physician visits they
caused during the study year based on information
from the PVRS's (table 6) and by number of physi-
cian contacts reported in interviews (table 7).
The data used for physician contacts were those
stated by the respondent on the questionnaire. For
366" conditions table 7 shows no physician contact,
but data from the PVRS's show that at least one
SCPMG physician had been consulted. If these 366
conditions are included with the 1,592 conditions
for which one contact was reported (table 7), the
comparison of the percentages in the two tables,



while certainly not perfect, is sufficiently close to
provide information for evaluative purposes. This
is true with respect to all conditions and also with
respect to the specific comparison of C and D12
conditions. There is some tendency for the number
of physician contacts reported for conditions in the
interview to be higher than the actual number of
visits recorded in the PVRS because some of the
physician contacts may have been by telephone
rather than by personal visit.

A high proportion of the conditions that were
underreported (C conditions in table 6) and over-
reported (D12 conditions in table 7) consisted of
those for which a single physician visit or con-
tact was made during the study year. As the num-
ber of visits increased, the percent of conditions
underreported or overreported declined sharply.
This pattern indicates that increased opportunity
for communication with the physician improves
the ability of a respondent to report his condi-
tions in an interview with accuracy and complete-
ness.

Completeness of Reporting by Presence or

Absence of Medication

In tables 8 and 9 the distribution of conditions
included in the medical records and those reported
in the household interviews is shown by type of
match according to whether or not the person was
taking medicine for the condition. Approximately
56 percent of the conditions for which the medical
records indicated that no medication had been
prescribed were not reported in household inter-
views (C match conditions in table 8). Only 33
percent of those conditions for which medication
had been prescribed were not named during the
interviews. The impact of frequent medical at-
tention and regular medication, shown in tables
6 6.11.1 8, is effective in reducing the amount of
underreporting in the household inter diew.

Overreporting of conditions was not unduly
influenced by whether or not the respondent was
taking medication. About 38 percent of those con-
ditions reported in interviews as requiring medi-
cation, were not found in the medical records. The
comparable proportion for those conditions with

no medication during the study year was 45 per-
cent (table 9).,

Completeness of Reporting by
Sex and Age

The distribution by sex of conditions recorded
in PVRS's and reported in household interviews
according to match code indicates that the propor-
tion of conditions in all categories was much higher
among women than among men (table 10). How-
ever, there was very little difference between the
sexes in the underreporting of conditions; about
46 percent of the conditions for men shown in the
medical records were not reported in the inter-
view, while a very comparable percentage among
women was 47 percent. However, the amount of
overreporting was somewhat less among males
than among females. No evidence of approximately
37. percent of the conditions reported in the inter-
view by males was found in the records; among
females the comparable percentage was 45 per-
cent. Slightly more than two-thirds of all of the
conditions recorded in the medical records for
both sexes were among persons 35-64 years of
age. About three-fourths of the recorded condi-
tions not reported in the interview were among
persons in this age range (table 11). When con-
ditions in this age group are considered by type
of match, the proportion of those in the records
that were not reported in the interview was about
the same among men and women. However, com-
parable percentages shown in table 12 indicate
that the proportion of conditions overreported in
this age range was substantially higher for women
than for men.

The seemingly high percentage of conditions
underreported by women 17-24 years of. age,
shown in table 11, can be attributed to the small
numbers of total conditions among persons in this
age group, The instability of the numbers in this
age group may also account for the high rates of
overreporting (table 12).

For persons 65 years and older, the accu-
racy and completeness of reporting was substan-
tially greater among women than among men. The
percentages summarized from tables 11 and 12
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and shown in table A indicate that the A and B
match rates were much higher for women and that
they underreported and overreported conditions
less frequently.

Table A. Proportion of chronic conditions re-
ported among persons 65 years and over, by sex

Sex

Proportion Proportion
Proportion of condi- of condi-
of A and B tions in tions re-
matches records ported in
based on that were interview
medical not re- that were
records ported in not in the

interview records

Male

Female

56.8

71.1

43.2

28.9

33.2

34.6

Completeness of Reporting by

Educational Status

Of all the conditions recorded in the medical
records or reported in the interview, essentially
one-half of them were among persons with 9-12
years of education. The distribution of all con-
ditions by education was quite similar to that for
recorded conditions that were not reported in
interviews (table 13) and for reported conditions
for which there was no confirming evidence in the
records (table 14). This would indicate that edu-
cation did not influence the amount of underre-
porting and overreporting in this study to any
appreciable degree with regard to total preva-
lence of chronic conditions. Most of the disparity
in reporting noted among educational groups when
they are considered by type of match can be at-
crily,:ed to the small numbers of conditions in
some of the groups,

Comparability With HIP Study Findings

It is not possible to compare the net differ-
ences in interview data and medical record infor-
mation derived from the HIP study and those of
this study because the procedure used in the HIP
study did not provide for the measurement of

8

overreporting. Any comparative estimates of the
amount of underreporting the two studies are
very rough approximations because it is not pos-
sible from available data to restrict the HIP study
group to those who had ee -eived only services
under that insurance plan:However, gross figures
indicate that approximately 56 percent of the con-
ditions defined as unqualifiedly chronic in theHIP
records were not reported in interviews, while a
comparable estimate in the SRI study was 47 per-
cent.

Among disease categories for which data are
available, comparatively low rates of underre-
porting were found in both studies for asthma,
hay fever, diabetes, heart conditions, bronchitis,
ulcer of the stomach and duodenum, and diseases
of the gallbladder. Those conditions which were
grossly underreported in both studies include be-
nign and unspecified neoplasms, anemia and other
blood disorders, mental illness, respiratory dis-
eases other than bronchitis and tuberculosis,
skin diseases, and menopausal and other genito-
urinary disorders. Findings from both studies in-
dicate that underreporting occurred less fre-
quently among older persons than among children
and young adults, and also among those with 10 or
more physician visits during the study year than
for those who had seen a physician less frequently.

SUMMARY
A study designed to measure the accuracy and

completeness of the reporting of chronic condi-
tions in health interviews was carried out by the
Stanford Research Institute during the early years
of the National Health Survey. The sample popu-
lation was selected from members of the Kaiser
Foundation Health Plan, a large prepayment medi-
cal plan providing medical services throUgh the
Southern California Permanente Medical Group
and hospitalization through the Kaiser Plan.
Medical records were compared with interview
responses from persons for whom the records
were maintained. The study design provided for
the creation of medical records specifically for
this study in order that the project could be con-
ducted on a prospective basis. Interviews were
conducted following the completion of physician
records maintained on sample persons during a
12-month period.



This report has presented the findi,ags in the
phase of the study dealing with the comparative
amounts of under/ eporting ana overreporting of
chronic conditions in nealth interviews, The fol-
lowing statements summarize the principal find-
ings of the study.

The total number of chronic conditions re-
corded in the medical records and/or reported in
interviews amounted to 15,417. For this phase of
the study the following categories of conditions
were excluded: 4,499 conditions that had not been
treated exclusively in SCPMG facilities, 3,633
conditions that were reported in interviews as
having been treated in SCPMG facilities prior to
the 12-month period covered by the study, and
103 conditions for which SCMPG utilization status
was not available. These exclusions reduced the
group to 7,182 chronic conditions Of this number,
2,811 conditions were recorded in the medical
records and also reported in the interviews, 2,468
conditions were recorded in the records but not
reported in interviews, and 1,903 conditions were
reported in interviews but not recorded in the
medical records.

Reporting indexes derived from these figures
(shown in table 5) indicate that the estimate of
underreporting in interviews was 46.8 percent and
the estimate of overreporting of conditions was
40.4 percent.

When conditions were classified into 50 broad
disease categories, it was found that certain kinds
of conditions With comparatively low indexes of
both underreporting and overreporting might be
expected to be reported in an interview with a
fair degree of accuracy and completeness. In-
cluded were diabetes, vascular lesions of the cen-
tral nervous system, heart conditions, diseases of
the gallbladder, and absence of fingers and toes.

High indexes of underreporting with rather
low proportions of overreporting were noted for
such conditions as benign and unspecified neo-
plasms, mental illness of specified type, menstrual
disorders, and skin diseases. These results were
not unexpected in the reporting of conditions which
might cause embarrassment or reluctance on the
part of the respondent.

High indexes of overreporting with a lower
degree of underreporting were found in the re-
porting of hay fever, asthma, tuberculosis, head-
ache and migraine, hypertension, hemorrhoids,
rheumatic fever, sinusitis, bronchitis, visual im-
pairments, hearing impariments, and speech de-
fects. It is quite possible that respondents were
reporting conditions of long duration or even
conditions they had many years ago which were
not noted in current medical records.

A high proportion of the conditions that were
underreported or overreported consisted of those
for which a single physician visit or contact was
made during the study year. The sharp increase
in the accuracy of reporting as the number of
physician visits increased indicates that oppor-
tunity for communication with his physician im-
proves the ability of a respondent to report his
conditions in an interview. Regular medication
for a condition also increases the probability
that it will be reported in an interview.

The percentage of underreporting of condi-
tions was about the same for men and women;
however, women have a greater tendency to over-
report their conditions. For persons 65 years and
older, the accuracy and completeness of reporting
were substantially higher among women than
among men. Education did not influence the amount
of underreporting and overreporting in this study
to any appreciable degree.

000
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Table 1. Number'and percent distribution of chronic conditions and persons with chronic
conditions and number of chronic conditions per person for persons having at least
one condition by utilization of medical services as reported in medical records and
interviews

UtilizatIon as reported in:

All con-
ditions

All
personal

Chronic
condi-
tions
per

person

All con-
ditions

All
personal

Medical
records

Interview

Number Percent
distribution

SCPMG only SCPMG only 10,322 3,156 3.27 67.0 62.8

SCPMG and others SCPMG and others 2,350 594 3.96 15.2 11.8

Non-SCPMG only Non-SCPMG only 825 361 2.29 5.4 7.2

No utilization No utilization 602 334 1.80 3.9 6.6

SCPMG only .No utilization 596 245 2.43 3.9 4.9

SCPMG and others Non-SCPMG only 172 67 2.57 1.1 1.3

Non-SCPMG only SCPMG and others 80 50 1.60 0.5 1.0

No utilization SCPMG only 470 220 2.14 3.0 4.4

Total 15,417 5,027 100.0 100.0

lExcludes persons with no reported conditions either on the PVRS or on the question-
naire.
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Table 2. Number and percent distribution of chronic conditions by utilization of med-
ical services as reported in medical records and interviews, according to type of match

Utilization as reported in:

Medical
records

Interview

SCPMG only

SCPMG and others

Non-SCPMG only

No utilization

SCPMG only

SCPMG and others

Non-SCPMG only

No utilization

Total

All
condi-
tions

Type of match

A B C

Reported in
interview only

D121 LH-

SCPMG only 10,322

SCPMG and others 2,350

Non-SCPMG only 825

No utilization 602

No utilization

Non-SCPMG only

SCPMG and others

SCPMG only

SCPMG only

SCPMG and others

Non-SCPMG only

No utilization

SCPMG only

SCPMG and others

Non-SCPMG only

No utilization

Total-

SCPMG

otal -

SCPMG only

SCPMG and others

Non-SCPMG only

No utilization

No utilization

Non-SCPMG only

SCPMG and others

SCPMG only

596

172

80

470

15,417

67.0

15.2

5.4

3.9

3.9

1.1

0.5

3.0

100.0

Number of conditions

1,902 855 2,323 1,996

344 161 285 819

463

20

28 26 145 10

32 11 28 48

10

250

2,306 1,053 2,781 3,616

Percent distribution of conditions

82.5

14.9

81.2

15.3

U.).5

10.2

55.2

22.6

12.8

0.6

1.2 2.5 5.2 0.3

1.4 1.0 1.0 1.3

0.3

6.9

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

I 3,246

741

362

582

387

53

70

220

5,661

57.3

13.1

6.4

10.3

6.8

0.9

1.2

3.9

100.0

1
Excludes conditions for which information on medical attention received during the

past 12 months was not available.

NOTE: Definition of type of match:
A = conditions reported on PVRS and in intervl_w which matched.
B = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C = conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 = conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had con-
tacted a physician during the preceding 12 months.
= conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had not con-

tacted a physician during the preceding 12 months.
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Table 3. Number and percent of persons using SCPMG services only by number of under-
reported (match code C) and overreported (match code D12) chronic conditions

Number of D12 conditions) Total

Number of conditions recorded
on PVRS only (C match)

0 1 2 3 4 5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

All conditions

All conditions

3,

2,:

Number of persons

01 1,750 1,057 428 117 41 8

23 998 755 263 68 35 4

73 511 194 124 34 6 4

56 145 68 32 11 - -

96 61 26 7 2 - -

36 23 13 - - - -

10 7 1 2 - - -

1 1 - - - - -

5 4 - - 1 - -

1 - - - 1 - -

100.0 51.5

Percent of persons

31.1 12.6 3.4 1.2 0.2

62.4

25.7

7.5

2.8

1.1

0.3

0.0

0.1

0.0

29.3

15.0

4.3

1.8

0.7

0.2

0.0

0.1

22.2

5.7

2.0

0.8

0.4

0.0

7.7

3.6

0.9

0.2

0.1

2.0

1.0

0.3

0.1

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.2

0.1

0.1

)Excludes conditions for which information on medical attention received during the
past 12 months was not available.

NOTE: Definition of type of match:
A= conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which matched.
B = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C = conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 21 conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had con-
tacted a physician during the preceding 12 months.
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Table 4. Number of chronic conditions for persons using SCPMG services only, by type of match

Chronic condition and recode numberl

Type of match

Reported
in

medical
records
(A+B+C)

Reported
in inter-
views2
(A+11+D12)

Reported
in both
medical
records
and in-
terviews
(A+B)

Reported
in

medical
records

only
(C)

Reported
in in-

terviews
only2
(D12)

All chronic conditions

01 Tuberculosis (active) (inactive), all
sites

02 Other chronic infective and parasitic
diseases

03 Malignant neoplasms
04 Benign and unspecified neoplasms
05 Hay fever, without asthma
06 Asthma (with or without hay fever)

(bronchial) (not otherwise specified)
07 Other allergic disorders, not elsewhere

classifiable
08 Diseases of the thyroid gland
09 Diabetes (mellitus)
10 Anemia and other diseases of the blood

and blood-forming organs, 3 mo.+
11 Vascular lesions of the central nervous

system
12 Headache and migraine, chronic
13 Specified mental disorders, not elsewhere

classifiable
14 Ill-defined mental and nervous trouble,

not elsewhere classifiable, 3 mo.+
15 Diseases of the heart, not elsewhere

classifiable (chronic rheumatic)(arte-
riosclerotic) (hypertensive)

16 Hypertension, not elsewhere classifiable,
without heart involvement

17 Varicose veins
18 Hemorrhoids
19 Rheumatic fever; arteriosclerosis, not

elsewhere classifiable; other chronic
diseases of the circulatory systeM

20 Chronic sinusitis
21 Chronic bronchitis
22 Other chronic diseases of the respiratory

system
23 Ulcer of stomach and duodenum
24 Hernia (abdominal cavity)
25 Diseases of the gallbladder, chronic
26 Other chronic diseases 'of the digestive

system

See notes at end of table.
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Number of conditions

5,279 4,714 2,811 2,468 1,903

1 6 1 5

86 62 38 48 24
49 57 30 19 27

299 164 130 169 34
164 228 120 44 108-

39 55 27 12 28

117 114 64 53 50
61 65 39 22 26
88 72 71 17 1

40 45 15 25 30

28 30 24 4 6

90 119 56 34 63

381 180 152 229 28

89 86 38 51 48

238 245 189 49 56

227 285 184 43 101
81 82 39 42 43

131 192 87 44 105

33 48 13 20 35
19 91 19 72
24 61 19 5 42

151 128 66 85 62
111 112 67 44 45
78 67 40 38 27
27 34 23 4 11

267 198 130 137 68



Table 4. Number of chronic conditions for persons using SCPMG services only,by type of match--Con.

Chronic conditions and recode numbers

Type of match

Reported
in

medical
records
(A+B+C)

Reported
in inter-
views
(A+B+D12)

Reported
in both
medical
records
and in-
terviews
(kii3)

Reported
in

medical
records

only

(C)

Reported
in in-

terviews
only2
(D12)

27 Disorders of menstruation
28 Menopausal symptoms, except psychosis
29 Urinary calculi; prostate disorders; other

chronic genitourinary conditions
30 Chronic skin diseases
31 Arthritis and chronic rheumatism
32 Other chronic musculoskeletal disorders
33 Fractures, 3 mo.+, no residual specified
34 Other injuries, 2, mo.+, no residual

specified-
35 Severe visual impairment
36 Other visual impairment
37 Hearing impairments
38 Speech defeats
39 Paralysis
40 Absence, fingers, toes, only
Al Absence, major extremities
42 Impairments (except paralysis and ab-

sence) , back or spine
43 Impairments (except paralysis and ab-

sence), upper extremities and shoulders- -
44 Impairments (except paralysis and ab-

sence), lower extremities and hips with
any other site

45 Impairments (except paralysis and ab-
sence), multiple not elsewhere classifi-
able, and ill-defined, limbs, back,trunk-

46 Other impairments
47 Other chronic conditions, not impairments

and not in recodes 48-50
48 Chronic diseases of eye, not impairments
49 Chronic diseases of ear, not impairments
50 Chronic organic nervous system conditions-

170
98

384
429
178
175

6

9
2

80
50
4

32
4

124

15

64

43
S

83
224
98
83

Number of conditions

102 86 84
47 21 77

211
195
238
107
16

15
8

95
103

7
36
4

138

19

108

33
13

54
192
73
74

131
148
122
75
4

2

2

57
36
4

20
4

75

7

30

26
4

36
118
61
.61

253
281
56

100
2

7

23
14

12

49

8

34

17
1

47
106
37
22

16
26

80
47

116
32
12

13
6

38
67
3

16

63

12

78

7
.9

18
74
12
13

1The recode categories 1-46 are the same as those used in the Recode 3 for the Health Inter-
view Survey. Recodes 48-50 were included in Recode 47 in the original recode.

2Excludes conditions for which information on medical attention received during the past 12
months was not available.

NOTE: Definition of type of match:
A = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which matched.
B = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C= conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 = conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had contacted a physi-
-cian during the preceding 12 months.



Table 5. Percent of chronic conditions underreported and overreported in interviews
for persons' using SCPMG services only, by type of match

Type of match

Chronic condition and recode numbers

Reported
in

medical
records

only

(A+B+C)

Reported
in inter-
views
only2
D12
'(A+B+D12)

All chronic conditions

Percent
under-
reported

46.8

Percent
over-

reported

40.4

01 Tuberculosis (active) (inactive), all sites 83.3
02 Other chronic infective and parasitic diseases 55.8 38.7
03 Malignant neoplasms 38.8 47.4
04 Benign and unspecified neoplasms 56.5 20.7
05 Hay fever, without asthma 26.8 47.4
06 Asthma (with or without hay fever) (bronchial) (not other-

wise specified) 30.8 50.9
07 Other allergic disorders, not elsewhere classifiable 45.3 43.9
08 Diseases of the thyroid gland 36.1 40.0
09 Diabetes (mellitus) 19.3 1.4
10 Anemia and other diseases of the blood and blood-forming

organs, 3 mo.+ 62.5 66.7
11 Vascular lesions of the central nervous system 14.3 20.0
12 Headache and migraine, chronic 37.8 52.9
13 Specified mental disorders, not elsewhere classifiable 60.1 15.6
14 Ill-defined mental and nervous trouble, not elsewhere classi-

fiable, 3 mo.+ 57.3 55.8
15 Diseases of the heart, not elsewhere classifiable (chronic

rheumatic) (arteriosclerotic) (hypertensive) 20,6 22.9
16 Hypertension, not elsewhere classifiable, without heart

involvement 18.9 35.4
17 Varicose veins 51.9 52.4
18 Hemorrhoids 33.6 54.7
19 Rheumatic fever; arteriosclerosis, not elsewhere classifi-

able; other chronic diseases of the circulatory system 60.6 72.9
20 Chronic sinusitis - 79.1
21 Chronic bronchitis 20.8 68.9
22 Other chronic diseases of the respiratory system 56.3 48.4
23 Ulcer of stomach and duodenum 39.6 40.2
24 Hernia (abdominal cavity) 48.7 40.3
25 Diseases of the gallbladder, chronic 14.8 32.4
26 Other chronic diseases of the digestive system 51.3 34.3
27 Disorders of menstruation 49.4 15.7
28 Menopausal symptoms, except psychosis 78.6 55.3

See notes at end of table.
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Table 5. Percent of chronic conditions underreported and overreported in interviews
for persons using SCPMG services only, by type of match -Con.

Chronic condition and recode number'

Type of match

Reported
Reportedin
in inter-medical

viewsrecords
only2only

( D12 }

(04:a) Vi4B+D12)

29 Urinary calculi; prostate disorders; other chronic genito-
urinary conditions

30 Chronic skin diseases
31 Arthritis and chronic rheumatism
32 Other chronic musculoskeletal disorders
33 Fractures, 3 mo. +, no residual specified
34 Other injuries, 3 mo.+, no residual specified
35 Severe visual impairment -
36 Other visual impairment
37 Hearing impairments
38 Speech defects
39 Paralysis
40 Absence, fingers, toes, only
41 Absence, major extremities
42 Impairments (except paralysis and absence), back or spine
43 Impairments (except paralysis and absence), upper extremities

and shoulders
44 Impairments (except paralysis and absence), lower extremities

and hips with any other site
45 Impairments (except paralysis and absence), multiple not

elsewhere classifiable, and ill-defined, limbs, back, trunk-
46 Other impairments
47 Other chronic conditions, not impairments and not in recodes

48-50
48 Chronic diseases of eye, not impairments
49 Chronic diseases of ear, not impairments
50 Chronic organic nervous system conditions

Percent Percent
under- over-
reported reported

65.9 37.9
65.5 24.1.
31.5 48.7
57.1 29.9
33.3 75.0
77.8 86.7

75.0
28.8 40.0
28.0 65.0

42.9
37.5 44.4

39.5 45.7

53.3 63.2

53.1 72.2

39.5 21.2
20.0 69.2

56.6 33.3
47.3 38.5
37.8 16.4
26.5 17.6

1The recode. categories 1-46 are the same as those used in the Recode 3 for the
Health Interview Survey. Recodes 48-50 were included in Recode 47 in the original
recode.

-Excludes conditions for which information on medical attention received during the
past 12 months was not available.

NOTE: Definition of type of match:
A = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which matched.
B = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C = conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 = conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had con-
tacted a physician during the preceding 12 months.
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Table 6. Number and percent distribution of chronic conditions recorded in medical records for
persons using SCPMG services only by number of physician visits for the conditions, according
to type of match

Number of physician visits All
conditions

Type of match

A B C

All visits 5,279

Number of conditions

1,930 881 2,468

1 2,616 630 448 . 1,538
2 1,133 438 158 537
3 554 249 109 196
4 331 177 76 78
5 226 139 28 59
6-10 342 230 56 56
11-15 54 48 4 2
16-25 18 14 2 2
26 or more 5 5

Percent distribution of conditions

All visits 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1 49.6 32.6 50.9 62.3
2 21.5 22.7 17.9 21.8
3 10.5 12.9 12.4 7.9
4 6.3 9.2 8.6 3.2
5 4.3 7.2 3.2 2.4
6-10 6.5 11.9 6.4 2.3
11-15 1.0 2.5 0.5 0.1
16-25- 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.1
26 or more 0.1 0.3

NOTE: Definition of type of match:

A = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which matched.
B conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C = conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 = conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had contacted a physi-
cian during the preceding 12 months.
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Table 7. Number and percent distribution of chronic conditions reported in interviews for persona
using SCPMG services only by number of physician contacts for the conditions, according to type
of match

Number of physician contacts All
conditions

Type of match

A B D12-

All contacts

Number

4,535

of conditions

1,831 801 1,903

0
3

366 220 146
1 1,592 376 219 997
2 718 284 106 323
3 440 215 78 147
4 420 185 67 168
5 147 75 15 57
6-10 457 264 87 106
11-15 249 127 53 69
16-25 82 52 15 15
26 or more 64 33 15 16

Percent . istribution of conditions

All contacts 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

0:3 8.1 12.0 18.2
1 35.1 20.5 27.3 52.4
2 15.8 15.5 13.2 17.2
3 9.7 11.7 9.7 7.7
4 9.3 10.1 8.4 8.8
5 3.2 4.1 1.9 3.0
6-10 10.1 14.4 10.9 5.6
11-15 5.5 6.9 6.6 3.6
16-25 1.8 2.8 1.9 0.8
26 or more 1.4 1.8 1.9 0.8

IA physician contact occurred if a physician was seen or spoken to about the condition. Condi-
tions for which the respondent
tacts are excluded.

did not know (or could not estimate) the number of physician con-

2Excludes conditions for which information on medical attention received during the past 12
months was not available.

3Includes conditions for which the respondent reported no physician contacts in the interview
but for which it was known from entries on the PVRS that there had been at least one contact dur-
ing the study year.

NOTE: Definition of type of match:
A= conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which matched.
13= conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C= conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 = Conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had contacted a physi-
cian during the preceding 12 months.
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Table 8. Number and percent distribution of chronic conditions reported in medical records for
persons using SCPMG services only by type of match, according to whether or not medication was
prescribed

Medication status in medical records
All

conditions

Type of match

A B C

Number of conditions

Total 5,279 1,930 881 2,468

Medication 2,121 979 437 705
No medication 3,158 951 444 1,763

Percent distribution of conditions

Total 100.0 36.6 16.7 46.8

Medication 100.0 46.2 20.6 33.2
No medication 100.0 30.1 14.1 55.8

NOTE: Definition of type of match:
A . conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which matched.
B = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C = conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 =,conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had contacted a physi-
cian during the preceding 12 months.

Table 9. Number and percent distribution of chronic conditions reported in interviews for persons
using SCPMG services only by type of match, according to whether or not medication was pre-
scribed

Medication status reported in interview All
conditions

Type of match

A B D12
1

Total

Medication
No medication

Total

Medication
No medication

4,780

Number of conditions2

1,909 865 2,006

2,254
2,526

Percent

100.0

966
943

distribution

39.9

426
439

of conditions

18.1

862
1,144

42.0

100.0
100.0

42.9
37.3

18.9
17.4

38.2
45.3

lExcludes conditions for which information on medical attention received during the past 12
months was not available.

2Excludes conditions for which the medication status could not be obtained from the inter-
view data.

NOTE: Definition of type of match:
A . conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which matched.
B = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C = conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 = conditions repokted in interview only about which respondent said he had contacted a physi-
cian during the preceding 12 months.
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Table 1C. Number and percent distribution of chronic conditions reported in medical records and
in interviews for persons using SCPMG services only by sex and type of match

Sex

Conditions in medical records Conditions in interviews

All
condi-
tions

Type of match

A B C

All
condi-
tions

Type of match

A B D121

Male

Female

Male

Female

Both sexes

Both sexes

Nale

Female

Both sexes

5.279

2,168

100.0

Number of conditions

1,930 881 2,468 4,817 1,930 881 2,006

813 363 992 1,873 813 363 697

1.117 518 1,476 2.944 1.117 518 1.309

Percent distribution of conditions by sex

41.1

58.9

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

42.1 41.2 40.2 38.9 42.1 41.2

57.9 58.8 59.8 61.1 57.9 58.8

100.0

Percent distribution of conditions by type of match

100.0 36.6 16.7 46.8 100.0 40.1

34.7

65.3

18.3 41.6

100.0

100.0

37.5

35.9

16.7

16.7

45.8

47.4

100.0

100.0

43.4

37.9

19.4 37.2

17.6 44.5

1Excludes conditions for which information on medical attention reLaived during the past 12
months was not available.

NOTE: Definition of type of match:
A = conditions reported on DVRS and in interview which matched.
B = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C = conditions reported in PVRS only.
D12 = conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had contacted a physi-
cian during the preceding 12 months.
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Table 11. Number and percent distribution of chronic conditions reported in medical records for
persons using SCPMC services only by age and type of match, according to sex

Age

Male

All
condi-
tions

Type of match

A

17 years and over

17-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65 years and over

17 years and over

17-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65 years and over

17 years and over

17-24 years -
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65 years and over

2,168

88
166
415
622
426
451

100.0

4.1
7.7

19.1
28.7
19.6
20.8

All

Female

Type of match

B

condi-
tions A

1_ B C

813

Number

363

of conditions

3,111 1,117 518 1,476

40 9 39 167 58 18 91
51 43 72 398 155 50 193

136 75 204 820 277 131 412
260 107 255 765 260 117 388
138 61 227 608 193 125 290
188 68 195 353 174 77 102

,Percent distribution of conditions by age

1UU.0 1UU.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

4.9 2.5 3.9 5.4 5.2 3.5 6.2
6.3 11.8 7.3 12.8 13.9 9.7 13.1
16.7 20.7 20.6 26.4 24.8 25.3 27.9
32.0 29.5 25.7 24.6 23.3 22.6 26.3
17.0 16.8 22.9 19.5 17.3 24.1 19.6
23.1 18.7 19.7 11.3 15.6 14.9 6.9

Percent distribution of conditions by type of match

100.0 37.5 16.7 45.8 100.0 35.9 16.7 47.4

100.0 45.5 10.2 44.3 100.0 34.7 10.8 54.5
100.0 30.7 25.9 43.4 100.0 38.9 12.6 48.5
100.0 32.8 18.1 49.2 100.0 33.8 16.0 50.2
100.0 41.8 17.2 41.0 100.0 34.0 15.3 50.7
100.0 32.4 14.3 53.3 100.0 31.7 20.6 47.7
100.0 41.7 15.1 43.2 100.0 49.3 21.8 28.9

NOTE: Definition of type of match:
A = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which matched.
B = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C = conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 = conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had contacted a physi-
cian during the preceding 12 months.
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All
condi-
tions

Female

Table 12. Number and percent distribution of chronic conditions reported in interviews for per-
sons using SCPMG services only by age and type of match, according to sex

Age

Male

All
condi-
tions

Type of match

A B D121

17 years and over

17-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65 years and over

17 years and over

17-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65 years and over

17 years and over

17-24 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65 years and over

1,873

116
177
302
573
291
414

100.0

6.2
9.5

16.1
30.6
15.5
22.1

Type of match

A B D12
I

Number of conditions

813 363 697 2,944 1,117 518 1,309

40 9 67 183 58 18 107
51 43 83 388 155 50 183

136 75 91 781 277 131 373
260 107 206 692 260 117 315
138 61 92 516 193 125 198
188 68 158 384 174 77 133

Percent distribution of conditions by age

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

4.9 2.5 9.6 6.2 5.2 3.5
6.3 11.8 11.9 13.2 13.9 9.7
16.7 21.7 13.1 26.5 24.8 25.3
32.0 25..5 29.6 23.5 23.3 22.6
17.0 16.8 13.2 17.5 17.3 24.1
23.1 18.7 22.7 13.0 15.6 14.9

100.0

Percent distribution of conditions by type of match

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

8.2
14.0
28.5
24.1
15.1
10.2

43.41 19.4 37.2 100.0 37.9 17.6 44.5

34.5
28.8
45.0
45.4
47.4
45.4

7.8
24.3
24.8
18.7
21.0
16.4

57.8
46.9
30.1
36.0
31.6
38.2

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

31.7
39.9
35.5
37.6
37.4
45.3

9.8
12.9
16.8
16.9
2/.2
2G.1

58.5
47.2
47.8
45.5
38.4
34.6

Excludes conditions for which information on medical attention received during the past 12
months was not available.

NOTE: Definition of type of match:
A = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview whl.c't matched.
B = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C = conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 = conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had contacted a physi-
cian during the preceding 12 months.
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Table 13. Number and percent distribution of chronic conditions reported in medical
records for persons using SCPMG services only by education of respondent and type of
match

Education of respondent
All
condi-
tions

Type of match

A B C

All educational groups -

No education
1-4 years
5-8 years
9-12 years
13-14 years
15-16 years
17 years or more

All educational groups

Number of conditions

5,254 II 1,9211_ 880 2,453

72
84

922
2,684

708
468
316

Percent

100.0

25
26
353
995
273
166
83

distribution
by education

100.0

24
15

166
443
108
63
61

of conditions

100.0

23
43
403

1,246
327
239
172

100.0

No education 1.4 1.3 2.7 0.9
1-4 years 1.6 i.4 1.7 1.8
5-8 years
9-12 years-

17.5
5].1

18.4
51.8

18.9
50.3

16.4
50.e

13-14 years 13.5 14.2 12.3 13.3
15-16 years 8.9 8.6 7.2 9.7
17 years or more 6.0 4.3 6.9 7.0

Percent distribution of conditions
by type of match

All educational groups 100.0 36.6 16.7 46.7

No education 100.0 34.7 33.3 31.9
1-4 years 100.0 31.0 17.9 51.2
5-8 years 100.0 38.3 18.0 43.7
9-12 years 100.0 37.1 16.5 46.4
13-14 years 100.0 38.6 15.3 46.2
15-16 years 100.0 35.5 13.5 51.1
17 years or more 100.0 26.3 19.3 54.4

NOTE:Definition of type of match.

A = conditions reported on
B conditions reported on
C conditions recorded in
D12 = conditions reported
tactei a physician daring

24

PVRS and in interview which matched.
PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
PVRS only.
in interview only about which respondent said he had con-
the preceding 12 months.



Table 14. Number and percent distribution of chronic conditions reported in interviews
for persons using SCPMG services only by education of respondent and type of match

Education of respondent
All
condi-
tions

Type of match

A B DI21

All educational groups

No education
1-4 years
5-8 years
9-12 years
13-14 years
15-16 years
17 years or more

All educational groups

No education
1-4 years
5-8 years
9-12 years
13-14 years
15-16 years
17 years or more

All educational groups

No education
1-4 years
5-8 years
9-12 years
13-14 years
15-16 years
17 years or more

4,791

Number of conditions

1,921 1

89
92
802

2,473
678
393
264

25
26

353
995
273
166
83

880 1,990

24 40
15 51

166 283
443 1,035
108 297
63 164
61 120

Percent distribution of conditions
by education

100.0_11 100.0 100.0 100.0

1.9
1.9
16.7
51.6
14.2
8.2
5.5

1.3
1.4
18.4
51.8
14.2
8.6
4.3

2.7
1.7

18.9
50.3
12.3
7.2
6.9

Percent distribution of conditions
by type of match

100.0 40.1

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

18.4

2.0
2.6
14.2
52.0
14.9
8.2
6.0

41.5

28.1
28.3
44.0
40.2
40.3
42.2
31.4

27.0
16.3
20.7
17.9
15.9
16.0
23.1

44.9
55.4
35.3
41.9
43.8
41.7
45.5

lExcludes conditions for which information on medical attention received during the
past 12 months was not available.

NOTE: Definition of type of match:

A = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which matched.
B = conditions reported on PVRS and in interview which appeared to be associated.
C,= conditions recorded in PVRS only.
D12 = conditions reported in interview only about which respondent said he had con-
tacted a physician during the preceding 12 months.
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I. o. What is the name of the head of this household? (Enter name in appropriate
tolumn)

6. Whot ore the names of all other pores,. who live here? (List all persons who
lire here)

c. Is there anyone else who lives here who is now
1. I (Lm.,)temporarily in o hospital?

d. Away on business Na 0 Yes (Lr.)
a. On a visit, Na D Yes (1. re ti
I. le there mica,. else staying here now? Na I] Yen

Last nerve 0 Last name

Fitst name end initial First name and initial

0

2. How ore you teloted to the head of the household? (Enter relationship to
head, for example: head, wife, daughter, grandson, mother-in-law, etc.)

Relationship Relationship

3. Haw old were you on your last birthday? Age D Under 1 year
Age

Under I year

4. Race (Check one box for each person)
D White 0 Negro D Other D White 0 Negro 0 Other

S. Sex (Check one box for each person)
D WaleD Female

D Male
D Female

If 17 years old ar over, ask:
6. Are you now married, widowed, divorced, separated, ar never married?

(Check one box lot each person)

p Under 17 ears
0 Married op Separated
D Widowed D Never
0 Divorced Married

=..0 Under 17 years
Separated

0 Widowed 0 Never
D Divorced Married

If 17 years old ar over, ask:
7. o, What is the highest grade you attended In school?

(Circle highest grade attended at check "None")

b. Did you finish the grade (year)?

0 Under 17 years
Elam: 1 2 3 4 6 7 8
High: 1 2 3 4
College: 1 2 3 4 5+
D Name
D ye D Na

0 D Under 17 years
Elem: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
High: 1 2 3 4
College: 1 2 3 4 5+
0 None
LJ .ca En N.

0

II 17 years aid ar aver, ask:
8. a. Whot ware you doing mast of the past 12 manths

(Far males): working ar doing something else?
(Far females): keeping house, working, or doing something else?

If "Something else" checked, and persaa is 45 years old ar aver, ask:
b.' Are you retired?

Under 17 year.
D Working
D Keeping house
D Something else

D Under 17 yens
D Working
D Keeping house
D Something else

D Yes Na D Yea D Na

NOTE: Beginning with Question 9, you must interview the sample person for him.
seil. Check the appropriate tarns and fallow the indicated order al asktrig
the questions.

D Sample Peran home and available ask SAMPLE PERSON Q. 9-19
D Semple Persannot at home or not valiable continue interview for

9. tre..rupisrli:idt athcirniT ifinle.dLIAL7p1II.EtELSRayT,HisEhr.rEK BEFORE? (That I., the

a. What was the matter?
b. Anything else?

Yes D No D Yes D Na

10. Last wok ar the week before did you take any medicine ar treatment for any
condition (besides ... which you told me about)?
a. Far what conditions?
h. Anything elesi?

Yes D No 0 Yes D No

11. Last week or the week beim.. did you hero any accidents ar Inlurie0

a. What were they?
b. Anything else?

D Yes D No 0 Yea 0 Na

12. Did you ever have an (any other) accident ar inlury that still bather you ar
affects you In any way?
a. In what way dean It bather you? (Record present effects)

b. Anything else?

D Ye. 0 No
. r

13. Hove you had any of these conditions DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?

(Read Card A, condition by condition; record any conditions mentioned.)

D Yes 0 No

___.

14. Do you have any of these conditions?

(Read Card B, condition by condition; record any conditions mentioned.)

D Yes D Na

15. AT THE PRESENT TIME do you have any other ailment., condition ar problem.
with your health?

a. What is the condition? (Record condition itself if still present; athetwiee record
reseal effects.)

b. Any other problems with your health?

ID N.

............
18. a. Have you been In a hospital at any time during the past 12 months?

If "Yes," ask:
b. How many theo were you In the hospital during that period?

Yes D No

Na of times . tents

19. a. Have you been a patient In a nursing home, rest home, or any :rnilor place
during the past 12 months?

If "Yes," oak:
b. Ham many times were you in a nursing home ar rout home during that period?

D Yes

Na of times

0 No
vita

For nartsample persons 17 years old ar over, abow who
responded for Q. 9-11. For persons under 17 show who
responded far them.

D Responded for self

0
D Responded lot self

0Col. Ivan respondent



Last au. O
Fir name and in itiel

Last ow.* 0
Fire rime nd iattial

Last name CI
--...

First name sad initial

Last amine

1-itlit name and millet

Relationship Relationship Relstionship Relationship

Age
[] Ueda, 1 year

Ape
0 Und.r I yew

A
Ell Under 1 rev

Ase
E3 Under l year

E3 White 0 New, E Other 0 Thin. Nero 0 Other E3 Thin. E3 Nevo 0 Other 0 While [17. Negro Li Ole.,

0 M.1
0 Female E Malt 0 14Ie

0 Fmale
0 Male
0 Female

ONE Under 17 time
0 Married 0 Separated
0 Widowed 0 Nee
O Divorced Harried

....,,P uadE71 17

o Widowed El Ner
0 Diosced Married

0 Under 17 years
0 Harried p Separated
0 Widowed 0 Neve.
0 Divotced Man led

0 Under 17 p.m
0 Maned 0 Separated
0 Widowed 0 Neer
0 Divotcwd Monied

0 Under 17 lama 7
Ebel 1 2 3 4 .1 6 7 8
High: 1 2 3 4
College! 1 2 3 4 3+
0 None
In fee nTNa

0 Under 17 pests
Elam I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 O
NI& 1 2 3 4
College: I 2 3 4 5+
0 Nose
C:1 Yee CI-No

0 Under 17 ware O
Elm: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Nigh. 1 2 3 4
College: I 2 3 4 5
0 Non.
(721Yes C Pk

0 Under 17 years
41)Elam 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8

H i e r I 2 3 4
College: I 2 3 4 5+

ICEN None

ing Yes f No9 u...4k.i., years

0 Keeping how*
0 Something Oa*

0 Yes El Ne

Under s17 yeses

0 Keeping boast
0 Something else

[3 Yea 0 No

p Under 17 peals
0 70,.:..
0 [owing homed
0 Something Is.

0Y. 0 No

0 Under 17 pease
011 'Porkies,
OD Keeping Wow
Ell Something else

0 Yes pNo
and Takder 0.1, H and P for himself. THEN oak Q. 9-11 end P.M. IC.,-2 lot non-sample persona.
boo-sample persons only.

Yes 0 No 0 Yee No 0 Yea 0 No 0 yes _

Yes pNo 0 Ye J No 0 Yit 0 No 0 Yva

Yes QNo 0 Yee 0 No 0 Yee 0 No 0 Yea QNo

.. .

., .

i
..,

FILL ITEM R. THEN FILL TABLE

1

C-2 FOR CONDITIONS REPORTED FOR NONSAML8 PERSONS

..,.

. .

2;4

.....

.

4...'

0 Responded lot sell

Col.was respondent C
-

[] Responded lot sell

Col.---ws respondent 0
0 Responded for sell

CI .........-111.. respoodeot 0
0 Responded lot self

1- 1..gra s responder
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TABLE C-1 (For SP ONLY): Fill one line of Table C-1 for

.1.

g

S

....i

Col.
No.
of
per-
son

(a)

Ques-
tioa
ho.

(b)

Name of condition as
repeated in Question.

9-17

(c)

Did you
EVER
of a"
time
talk to
a doctor
about

(d)

Ask fot all illnesses and
present effects of old injwies:
(a) If doctor talked to:
What did the doctor soy
It was? ... did Its give it
a medical name?

(b) If doctor not talked to:
Record original entry and
as (e-2)- (e-3) as
required.

Mk lot all injuries during
p ast 2 week.:
What part of the body was
hurt?
what kind of Inlury was It?
Anything alas?

(e-1)

Ask if the entry in Col. (.1)
is:

An Impairment,
or

Symptom

What was the of . . . ?

(e-2)

Ask only

6 years
old or ant
and blind-
nee., poor

-vision' Of

eareaa"; I.1.Z

Con you
eae, well
swaalilh
to read
ordinary
rrowarronet
paint with
glasses?

(e-3)

Ask to: any entry in
Col. (e- 1) or Col. (e 2):
that includes the words

Allergy* Tumor
Asthma "Condit ion'

"Trouble"
Growth "Trouble"
Strokes

What kind of ... ila it?
Fot an allergy or
stroke ask:

How does the allergy
(stroke) offset you?

(e-4)

1

0
0 Yes
0 No

1 0 Yee 1
0 No

a

0 Yea
0 N°

1 0 Yee 1
0 Na

a

0 Yea
0 N°

1 0 Yea i
j=1 No

x

0 O Yes
= No

0 0 Yes °
0 Na

a

0 Yes
D No

a 0 Yes
0 N°

x

6 0 0 Yea
ON°

x 0 Yes x
0 N°

x

7 SP

I=J You
] No

1 0 Yea z
0 No

.

a

TABLE H (For SP ONLY): Fill one line of Table H for each hospitalization

av

A
g
a

S
...3

Col.
No.
of
per
son

(a)

Que.
mon
No.

(b)

You said that you were in the haapital
(once, twice, rte.) during the past year --

When did you enter the hospital (the
lost time)?

(Enter month, day and yeari if exact
date not known, obtain estimate.)

(e)

Month I Day 1 Year

How many
nights were
you in the
hospital?
(If exact
sachet tad
known

beat
estimate)

(d)

Nights

Complete from entries in Columns (c)
and (d); ot, s)--rte calendar and ask the
questions --

For what condition did you trotor the
hospital - da you know the medical
nom.?

How ma? of
those - -
nights were
In the part
12 maths?

(e)
Nights

How ruan? of
these
nights wets
lost wink or
the week
before?

Nisloo Mono

Were you
still in the
hospital on
foot Sunday
night?

Yea I No

(If medical name not known, enter
respondent'. description)
(Eot9 Milat show "Canoe," "Rind,"
sad Part of body" in same derail as
requited In Table C-1)

(h)

1 0 I
I
I
I

O
I

I
I
I

3 0 I

I

I

COMM 0011.11.1 19-4.1111
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each condition reported in Questions 9-17 for the Sample Person.
Ask only for:
Impairments and injuries

And for:
Abscesses Inflammation
Aches Neuralgia
Bleeding Neuritis
Blood Clot Pains
Boils Sores
Cancer Soreness
Cyst Tumor
Growth Ulcers
Infection Weakness

What part of thbody Is offected?
Show detail Ion
Ear or y - (one or both)
Head (Skull, scalp, face)
Bock (Upper, middle, lower)
Arm (Shau/det, upper, elbow,

lower, wrist, hand; one
or both)

Leg - (Hip, upper, knee, lower,
ankle, foot; one or both)

fe-5)

If 6-16 yrs.
.Id ask:

ow ,,ony
d ye did

itotp
yo from

we or
h

10

Days [None

How roomy
Boys did
.. keep
you from
your job
c'r bu""lost weak
or the week
before?

linter number
of days, or
check
"None"
end ask
Col, fill

IA)

Days [None

During thot
2 week
periodhoss
mon). cloys
did ...
he" youin bed
oil or rno.I
of the day'
If any
*.days"
entered in
Cols. (g)
cc fill skip
to Col.(k)

(b)

Dayb None

Ask ONLY if
"None"
checked in
f flls Ig) and
lit):
LAST WEEK
OR THEWEEK

BEFORE did
... rouse yo
to cur down c
the thing. yo
usually do?

ti

Yes No

Ask
ONLY
if "Yes
in (--.1'
CI):

Did you
hove to
cut down
for as
much..
o day?

ti,

Yes [No

When did you first
notice ... ?

k

which applies)

)L)

Ian
did you

loet see or
to to o
doctor about

Enter monch
and year if
outing past
12 month,

[otherwise
check
"before 12

'months" or
never"

:box

(I)

Ask only if
doctor seen
during the
past 12
montlis
During the
pelt 12
month. about
how 'many
times have
you seen Or
yolked to o
doctor
oboe ... 7

in.)

...1

II
,.- 1 last 1 wks. LI) before
L ) 2 wk,.3rno. 12

...! 1-12 months months

It/Y___ _____
ifj /I. limo.
LI Never No. of tones

-1

: j last 2 wks. ;:_l before
I; I 2 .41.s.itr.o. 12

t__I 3-12 months months

Al,'Y

, j-j kl.l.lmo.
; I Never

-____
l'!" of ,t".en

II

-1.--

'I -I- -3-

1 I.. 2 104 1. H. j before
I] 2 wk s. I no. 12

1_3 3-12 months months

IM-----
i 1 1. 12..'
1_11 Nes,

DOES NOT h (I. of times

-----
No. of tones

No. of times

APPLY

-1,--

1- 1 last 2 whs. 1,... ) before 4.1'
L ; 2 wksimo. 12

'.:.1 3-12 months months
E. j II. 12mo.
L..) Never

C ) lost 2 wk s. 0 before hi 'Y
02 wks.31ro. 12

LA 3.12 months months
CI) Ii. 12rms.
El Never

. r
-V

!

I-- [] last 2 wks. 0 before M/Y
_____.

Nu. of tunes
Ej 2 wks.-3.... 12

Ej 3-12 months months

El F1.12rno.
[-LI Never

s i
I

I

1

-1--
I

I

I
I_

I

I

CI] lost 2 wks. I_] before 24/Y_____

7Ej 2.43 no. 12

E j 3-12 months moot hs

j:j1 B. 12 mil.
D Never N. of I.e.,

reported in Questions 18 or 19. (If no hospitalization reported go to Table P)

Were on operation performed on you
during this stay at the hospital?

li. "yes." ask:
a. What was the nome of the

operation?
b. Any other operation7

(i)
Yes Iii 'Yes," name of °peter , etc.[No

What Is the name and address of the hospital you were In?

(Enter full nme of hospital, street or highway on which it is
located, city and State; if city nal known, enter county.)

I (I)
Name of hospital I Address -

NOTE
TO

INTER-
VIEWER

After

Completing

Table 11

go to

Table P

I

I

I

, Street
I

City and
I Stare

I

I

I

I Street
I

I City and
i Stare

i
I

I
11,

:Street . -
:City and
'State

uSt201211ADC
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TABLE C.2 FOR NONSAMPLI PERSONS ONLY' 'FM ono Eno of

1

3

C*I.
Na.
of
Psi`
$00

(s)

Q.

don
No.

(b)

Num of coodltIoo as
reported in Queesloas

9-11

(c)

Ettyou
REM
P.°22

folk ?e
HOW
sliest?

(d)

Ask lot 111 Lila sod
grunt offsets of old lalurless i

1s) U doctor talked tot
What did the doctor say tt
was? did ha give It
a wadies; nom?

(12).11 doctor not talked tot
Record original fury sod
oak, (P.2) (85) is
111111.111V21,

Ask lot all Injuries during
put 2 weskit
What part of the body was
hurt/
Mot kind of Injury was It?
Anything else?

(w1)

Ask U the entry is Col. (04)
lei
An impairment,

or
a Synistost

What was the souse of . . . ?

(e2)

Ask only Ill
Sums old

saddmust
blindness,
pool vlolon,
or 1121
12021121 of
my hitct.

Can you

' will
""'"0h
il°1"°2>
riewsPaPV

it
with

al ?

(06)

Ask for any sass is
Col. Only or Cot. 4 21
that litcludas the woe&

Alletsy° Tomo:
Asthma ''Coorlitloo"
Cyst "D1 "
lucks* "Trouble"

What kind of... Is It?
'For an allergy or stroke
'sin

Her dons rho angrily
(imam) (Hoot you/

(I-4)

1

1:3 Yes
0 No

a sYu
0 No

x

2

0 Yu
ONG

a 0 Yes '
No

x

6

Yes
0 N9

2 Yoe 1

0 No
1

4

0 Yes
Na

a xin Yes

No

s

3

0 Yos
No

2 1:2 Ys is '
No

s

6

0 Yu
0 No

3 0 Yes I
0 No

t

7

Yu
0 No

a Yu 1
0 119

a

a
Yu

0 No

I a
Yu

0 No

i

i
0 Yss

No

2 0 Yes I
No

10

(:) Yu
No

' Yes "
No

:

00 TO FRONT OF QUISTIONNAIRII

FOOTNOTE;
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-cable C-2 for each condition repotted for each Non-Same e Person

. Aak oily fort
linpainnetas and infaries

And for
Abocodoo laileratostlo.
Aches Neuralgia
Blaedlag Netaitis
Blood Clot Pala.
Boils Sofas
Cancer SNISSis
Cyst Tenni
Growth IJIcera
lofectioa %skates.

'Altot port of His bad, Is effected?

Show detail fort
Ear or aye (one of both)
Hood (Stoll, scalp, lace)
Boa (Upper, middle, lower)
At* (stoaldez, upper, gam..

lower, inlet, head; one or
bath)

Leg (Hip, tapper, knee, lower,
ankle, foot; one or both)

(05)

U 6-16 peas
old ask:
How marry
dep did

.. keop
pow from
Nehotrl lent
weak or the
wawa Indere?

Eater number
of day. or
esterielalki'y.Ntsaio

Col. (k)

(I)

Days
r

Nooe

U 17
old or
sok:
Haw
dope..
yen from
your
or busbies.
lest
,,, th.

Ewe,
of day.
check
"None"
and ask
Col.

(e)

Daps

year.
noire

tawny
did

hoop

(al

weak
,,,,,,,,k

.1

cu bit
CI

(b)

Nowt

Chnine et,ge
2 ,,,...&
peeled h.,,,
nonF does
did
1,61,, To t
In be ?(.,.._. a"" "'s
Aral
U any "dsys.
entered le
CP12)1:08),oce
61. (k)

(b)

Days 1 Hoot

Ask ONLY a
"Naos" checked
In colorist (1)c0
(s) and il0'
LAST WEER OR
THE MEEK
BEFORE did
. . . cow yew
to esti down is
rho rf Inga yew..,,tir 401

Efsk"YceeS" checked! I ID. U
'No!' skip to
Col. Nic)

(0

Yes If He

Ask oily II
"Yee la
coluesa (i)i
Old yew keen
to set 410spnf,,, , ....ch
am a day?

(I)

Yes I No

Whoa dld pew
'bit .011c... 1

(Check the first
boo which
applies)

(h)

ff I

I I

I
I

Olen 2 wka 0 beton
0 2vIts..3 ea 12

0 3.12 mesas mauls

I

I

I

0 lost 2 late El betas
0 2 eltr.-3mo. 12

D 3.12 morals soothe

I I

Olen 2 Mts. 0 helot*
CD 2 was.-31so. It

312 souks oarka

I

I

I

I

I

CD Ian 2 wee 0 befete
0 2sIto...380o. 12

CD 312 lama. month.

I

I
I

I CD lest 7 as. CD before
0 loim-3.07. 12

0 3.12 somas mo011-

I

I

-I
t I

I

0 last 2 was. 0 before0 2 seS.300. 72

0 3.12 IsoStIll soothe

I
I

I

I i

i

plan 2 wk.. 0 beets0 2 A..*. 12

D 3-12 male. wells

I

i
I

i

0 Ian 2 was. C:I bolero
0 2 °keel ow. 12

0 3.12 mouths walls

I
I

I
I
I
I

I

I
I

t

I

0 last 2 via CJ Wier.
0 2 was..3wo. 12

0 312 eastia await

I
I

I
I

I

4

I

I

j

Olen 2 as. 0 before
CD 2 wkaSwo. 12

D 3.12 sesta. math,



TABLE P Nato* of Semple Person

P-1. Have you ever been advised by a deem to limit the amount or ft ovoid anti, sly
cortein Minds of food or beverage.?
If "Yes," ask:
a. For what coiner or condition?
b. Are you still following this advice?

0 Yen 0 No

0 Yea 0 No
P.2. At the prstrnt time are Van regulorly taking orpotoditine or trotralmt let any

condition?

U "Yes," ask:
O. For what condition?

0 Ye, 0 No

P.3. Do you hay,: any condition which often causes you pain Of discomfort?
If "Yes," sk:
a. What Is the condition?

YIPS. Q Na

P-I. Do you have any health problem which Is a source of worry to you or other moo:berm of
your family?
If "Yee," ask:
o. What i A. problem?

0 Yea Q No

P.S. Mai males): Are you limited In any way in the °mount of kind of work you can do
because of your health}

(Foe females): Are you limited in any way in the *mount or kind of house:wroth you con
do because of your health?

If "Yes," ask:
o. What condition this?

0 Yes 0 No

P.6. In genorti, would you soy your health is scsilort, goad, fair, or poor?
0 Excelle nt 0 Good
0 Fair 0 Pope

NAND RESPONDENT CARD TD P-7 (FORM NHS-S-13-6)

F.7. iptIpt wc"outilltoflakniob'Zieeev :la' tocdniiilleinDln'orPclrs.,L,tairk.anth",.*" Icr:si.",eingehycer-tr.Iterh,'.^.116c.r as7;',,°.7,'4,-.1ryyhtalibthn.kcmonTtl*tonh.er

P-8. a. Did you work at any time during the past 2 week.?
U "No," ask P-8-13 and P-9-c:
b. Even though you did not «ark during that time do you hoot. a lob or begin's?
c. Wee. you looking for work or on layoff from a lob?

0 Te 0 No

0 yes 0 No
0 Vern 0 No

P-9. What ir the nom. and oddrase of the doctor or clinic you usually go to for sous own
medical advice or treatment}

o. During the past 12 the how Many timen did yea see or visit (doctor
or clinic named)? :MA X

Narei and &chaos.

-.
Number of times

b. &mid.. (the doctor or clinic named obey.) did you sea or vines any other doctor
during the post 12 months? 0 Yes 0 No loo to P-10)

If "Yea," oak: Who was this? Mom natn and dds..)

e. How many times did you sae him during the post 12 months?

Nome and address

ttivmbct of dross

d. Old you ass any other doctors during the past 12 months? E,I Yee 0 No foe to P-10)

If "'test" k: Who woe this? (ereir name and ddr.)

e. How many times did you ass him during Om poet 12 menthe?

Name sod address

?Walther of times

J
P-10. In confunction with this fervor we sone/tirose rood to obtain additional information

from medical and hospital reeards. In cos. you ors soloctod as ass of these persons
for whom we wish to obtain additional Information will you please sign titia feria
(present retro:re - Form NHS-S.13-7) which allows u to consult your health records
to obtain thin information.

MEDICAL AUTHORIZATION FORM

0 Signed

0 Refuseth (doter roof.)

NOTE TO INTERVIEWER; If interview not yet completed for nonRomp's person., go back to Question 9 fon molds of questionnaire) and rork
Questions 9.11 for nothsomphr porsons. Otherwise, go to front of quoarfonnalre.

FORM 14,111.1.1a.119.4.,11
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Version Two of Questionnaire

For. Approved: Bud er B11.1.11 No.

The National Health Survey is authorised by Public Law 652 of the 84th Congress (70 Stn. 489; 42 U.S.C. 505). All Information which would
penal' ldeotilltatIon of the lodivIdnal will be held 'Wetly coolidentlal, will be, used only by potion. engaged In and foe the purpose. of the
survey and will not be discloed Of released to others for any other purposes (22 FR 1487).

rstarski/184414
U.I. DEPARTMENT Or CONMERCIE

UREAU OF THE CENSUS
ACTING AS COLLECTING AGENT FOR THE

Y.E. INISLIC HEALTH IERVICIE

NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY

1. Questionnaire

of

Questioanairea

2. ADDRESS
a. Address or description .4 location 3. Asolgnment No.

b. Hsi Hod address if not shown in (s): Include city and Stets 4. Serial No.

S. Which of these Income rates represents yew total family imams for the past 11 months, that is, your's, your...s,
Intl (Show Cud- H). Include Inca.. from all sources, such as wages, salaries, rants from property, pensions,
help from relattnes, etc.

4. What la Hirt telephone number hen?

I

Telephone No.
Ell Nose

T. If sample petsoo has not
As I montiened earlier,
only. In this coos, it la
would be able to see him

bees interviewed bat interview has been completed
in each houtehold we salt some speciel questions about

(Sample person).

for other related members, ask:
one parson for hlevialf
What Is the earliest time

be t time to call)

I

(or her)?

(Enter

Ewe Time

6. RECORD
OF
CALLS
AT
HOUSE.
HOLDS

Item s Corn. 2 Cow. 3 Coro. 4 Com. S Com.

Entire
houashold

Date

Time

Record of
Callhocks
for
Sample
Person

Col.No.

SP
Date

Time

.... 60.....

...,

9. REASON
FOR
NON.
INTER
VIEW

TYPE A TYPED TYPE Z

Ell Refusal

Ell No one at boos . repeated calls

Ell Temporsdly absent
0 paw. opellvi

Ej.(3012/ty, ./., 3ampie
siyed Pr i 10.)

&wit, 0 Interview sot obtained for

Sample Person 0:

(Spindly )

10. SIgaature of interviewer 11, Code

FOOTNOTES

USCOMM-DC
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1. a. What is the num. of rho hood of this household? (Enter 55.. in oFlooti[rIme
column)

b. Who or. rho nom** of oil other Pelson. who live here? (List all persons who
live here)

c Is Illt eny. I. who lies,hro who I. now
temporarily in o hospital?

d. Away .1 business? 0 No C] Ye U.,.'). On a visit? 0 No C] Yes (List/
f. is there onyon 1. tying hint, now? C] No 0 Yes (Lir)

Last nag. (SP

Fire: name andTnitial

Relsrionehip

name

Finn name sod initial

Reltionship2. Now or. you ralatod to the hood of the lboueehold? (Enter relationship to
head, for example: head, wile, daughter, grandson, mother-io-lsw, etc.)

3. How old wire. you an your lost birthday?
Age

D Under 1 year
Age

Ei Under I year

4. Race Caeca one boo for each persoo)
0 White C] Negro C] Other CD White cp Negro C] Ocher

S. Se: (Check one boo for each prison)
0
C3

Fete
Female

0 leMa
01 Female

II 17 yeerV'old or over ask:
6. Aro you new morrid, widowed, Orated, sperotod, or never married?

(Check one boo for each peron)

0 Under 17 year.
0 Waled 110111 Separated

0 Widowed 0 Never
0 Divorced Married

0 Under rearo
0 Muria IIIIBR Sepmated
cp Widowed 0 Nese'
CD Divorced Married

If (7 year. old or over, ask:
7. a. "et is the highost grads you ettondod in school?

(Circle highest grade attended or check 'None")

b. Old you finish tit. - grod (your)?

C] Under 17 yews r ,-,
Semi I 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 1/4,-.11'

High: 1 2 3 4
College: I 2 3 4 5+
C] None
i.D Ye in No

Uodat 17277.5 (D
Hiatt: 12 3 4
College: 1 2 3 4 3+
0 Newtti 'yes in No

.

If 17 years old or over, ab:
B. o. Whet war* you doing most of the post 12 months -

!For males): working or doing something ls.?
(For females): hosping bees., working, Or doing something ise?

It "Something el.," checked, and person is 45 years old or over, ask:
b. Are you retired?

0 Under 17 yews
C] Working
C] Keeping boor!
0 Something else

C] Yes C] No

CD Under 17 yams
C] Working
ED Keeping bows
(J Something elea

0 Ye. 0 No

NOTE: Spinning with Question P, you near Interview nir othplo parson for him.
elf. Ontch the op.:wont/ate boo and follow rim indicated ardor of asking
the gosstionc.

0 Sample Person home and available ark SAMPLE PERSON Q. 9.19
0 Sample Person Dm at Wee or not available continuo interriew tor

9. Wm* you sick on any time LAST WEEK OR THE MEEK BEFORE? (net le, the
2 -weak peeled which ended this post Sunday night.)

o. Whet wee the [WHO
b. Anything sins?

ED Yes C] No C] Yes 0 No

10. Last stook er the stook before did you take any to Jleine or tratmnt la, any
condition (beed.' ... which you told me about))
o. For whet conditions?
b. Anything else?

0 Ye C] No C] Y El No

11. Lest week or the week before did you hove may occident. or Inlurlos?

o. Whet ware they?
b. Anything oleo?

Yes C] No 0 Yes

'..*1'.' '..a .41A%-le V
4"'4

,

12. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, hove you own or talked to doctor about
youta.117
If "Yes," twill
e. For whet canditlenst
b. Any *Aar conditions/

Yes

IS. Hove you levee hod to champs your eating, drinking or smoking 'whits because ed
"erne health sendlifout
Ii "Yes," asks
o, not condition clamed this chnnpiet
Record ONLY if Pot prslously recorded sod ask:
h. Do you still have this condition?

r.

y-:- -N.; ii.Z.T.T

3'

....

j"'""S'
Hove you ever had to make "my Other thanes In your way of deint, things
bcoo of some health condition?
If "Yes," *ski
e. What condition soused this along.?
Record ONLY if not previously [acceded sod ask:
b. Do you still have this conditten4

0 Y.. No

Ys 0 No (Daiwa)

14. ,'

1".; "
,' .

.

..

IS. Hoes you ever hod any other illness or Intury which both you Ohret. you
1111 any Ivey?

o. Whet are the mien: affects?

C] Yes C] No

Hand teepondsot [conditions cord with "A" side up nod poncil, then say:
16 Hors yee EVER had ony of tits conditions listed en this cord? Flees. check

"Vas" or '14." fee **eh one listod.

0 All No's
0 Yes's (One ot mote)

-
+

i.

'

Ask respoodeot to turn card ever (ro "6" lido), rho° ..r,
17. Moro you had may of these condition' DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?

Moose cheek "Yes" on "Ne" for [Hoch ens listed.
0 All No's
0 Yes's (One or more)

IL o. Move you been In a hesphol at any time during rho pest 12 months,
II "Yes," oak:

b. How many times wens you In rho hospitol during thet period?

0 Ye. 0 No

No of times
..".. ..

.

0 Ws D No

No of times

,
19. a. Hove you been a pot/mitt In a fluffing home, teat bon*, et sty &Whir Plods

during the pest 13 months!
If "Ye," slc:
h. Haw many Howe wore you In mooing horse or reek... during OW petria1

R
For ono-sample person. 17 years old of over, show who
responded for I./. 9-11. For persons under 17 show who
responded for them.

tc3 Responded foe self

C;)

cp Respooded for self

Cel _urea rspomdeat 0
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Lam name 0
Firer name and initial

Last name

Firer oame and initial

Last Issa. t C
First name and initial

Last name

First name and initial

Relationship Relatioomble Relationship Relarlooship

-Age
E1 Under I year

Age
El Under I year

e
El Under I year

Age
0 Under I year

Ej Whim 0 Negro 0 Other El Whit* 0 Negro El Other Ei w bit. El Negro 0 Other 0 White 0 Negro 0 Other

Femalei eg ' lel:
El Male
El Female

0 Male
0 Female

0 Male
0 Female

Ell Under 17 years
0 Married 0 Separated
0 Widowed 0 Never
0 Divorced Married

1011 Under 17 years
0 Married- 0 Separated
El Widowed Ei Never
0 Div:aced Married

0 Under 17 years
0 Laura 0 Separated
0 Widowed 0 Never
0 Divorced Married

Ei Under 17 years
Elena 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 G
High: I 2 3 4
College: 1 2 3 4 5+
El None
CfYes in No

10 Under 17 years
El mimed El Separated
0 Widowed 0 Never
El Divorced Married

0 Under 17 years
Elem: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 13
High: 1 2 3 4
College; 1 2 3 4 3+
0 None
ICI Yes (No

0 Under 17 years
Elem: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0
High: 1 2 3 4
College: 1 2 3 4 5+
0 None
in Yea fnNo

El Under 17 years
Elam: I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0
High: I 2 3 4
College: 1 2 3 4 3+
0 None

Yes jNo
0 Under 17 years
0 Woeklog
0 Keeping house
0 Sorserbiog else

-
0 Yee 0 No

El Under 17 yeats
EI Working
0 Keeping house
0 Something else

0 Yes 0 No

0 Under 17 years
El Working
El Keeping house
0 Something else

..

0 Yea El No

El Under 17 years
El Working
0 Xeeplog house
0 Something else

0 Yea 0 No

and Tables GI, H and P for Wessell. TH7211 ask (4. 9-11 and Table C.-2 for son-sample persoom.
noomstople persons only.

Yes El No 0 Yoe No 1=1 Yes 0 No 0 Yes 7- No

Yes El No 0 Yes No 0 Yea El No 0 Ye No

Yes El No 0 Yes 0 No Ej Yes (7_:1 No 0 Yes 0 No

.......vos...

FILL ITEM R. THEN FILL TABLE

. , ...7.7....7.-- ., T.'4,--7'',?...."

C2 FOR CONDITIONS REPORTED

.,, 7.41-- ..

FOR1010144AMPLE PERSONS

.

- .

.

"
.

.
13 L,a

.

ir

:

yi-
,

.

' .

...

El Responded for self

respoockor
2

El Responded for self

Col.was respondent O
0 Responded foe self

Col.ers. respondent CD

El Responded for self

IDCol.was Colvraz respondent
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TABLE C-I (For SP ONLY): Fill one line of Table C-1 for

Col.
No.
of
per-
son

(a)

Ques-
tion
No.

(b)

Name of condition is
reported in Question.

9-17

(c)

Did you
EVER
"1 °'Wtime
toile to
a doctor
*bout

(d)

Ask for dl illn
present effects of old injuries:
(a) If doctor talked to:
What did the doctor any
It was? ... did ha giv It
a medical nantor
(b) If doctor not talked to:

Record original entry and
sk: (e-2)- (e-5) as
required.

Ask for all injuries during
past 2 weeks:
Whet pod of eh* body one
hurt?
Whet kind of injury was it?
Anything etas?

(e-I)

the in
is: '

An lospeittecot,

Of

Symptom

What was thin coos. of ... ?

(e-2)

A
if

ek only
:

6 rests
olo or over
and blind-
seas, poor
',won. 0,.
one trouble
of nnykiod

Can you
non well
*would'
to rood
ordinary
ROMMPOP.,
Point with
gl 1

(0-3)

Ask for any catty in
Col. (e- I) ot Col. (e-7):

iarludes tire word.

Allergy° Tumor
Asthma "Condition'
Cat "Di "
Growth "Trouble"
Strike'

What kind of ... is ire
'For an Ilergy or
stroke ask: .

HOW does dm allotary
(stroke) affect you?

(e-4)

I ei
E Yes

O No
1 E Yee a

E No

a

0
El Yes
C] No

' E Yea '
E No

x

5

rj Yes
Q No

' E Yes

0 No
a

4 0 0 Yes

E No

ED yn i
E No

5 el E Yes

0 No
0 E Yes a

E No

1

6 0
E Yea

E No

a 0 Yea :
E No

a

0 E Yes

E No

o y.. X
E No

X

TABLE or SP ONLY)1 Fill one line of Table H for each hospitalization

i
a

...

Col.
No.
of

Ps:

(a)

goes-
lion
No.

(b)

You sold that you
(onto, twice, etc.)

When did you enter
last limo)?

(Enter month, day
date not known,

Month

were in the
during the

the hospital

and year;
obtain estimate.)

(e)

bay

hospital
past year .

(the

it esazt

Y or

How many
nights MHz
you In the
hoopltrol?
(Ur comet
number not
knows
accept bear
estimate)

(d)
Night.

Complete (tom curie. in Columns (r)
and (d); or, show calendar std s/ al
qui:dop

For what condition did you ttttt the
hospital do you know the modical
nom.?

air medical name not known, eater
respondent's description)

Mart moat show "Csuoei" "Cod,"
and "Part of body" in name detail as
requited in Table C-I)

(h)

How wan of
thea. -
nights wars
in the 'mit
12 months?

(e)
T Night.

How .tan
thew.-
nights
lest wok
tea week
bolero?

sq.
Night.

1
of

wets
or

None

"'"1,
eh In
LospUsl
lost Seedily
night?

- (s)
Yea

You
the
on

No

I

I

I

1,010i 14$44441 11-4311
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eatil condition reported in Questions 9-17 for the Sample Person.
Ask only foe:
Impirrnents and injuries

And for:
Abscesses Inflammation
Aches Neuralsi
Bleeding Neuritis
Blood Clot Pains
Boils Sores
Canner Soreness
Cyst Tumor
Growth Ulcers
Infection Weakness

What port of this body Is offseted7
Shots detail foe:
Ear or ay. (one or both)
Read (Skull, scalp, face)
Back (Upper, middle, lowet)
Arm (Shoulder, upper, &bow,

lower, wrist, hand; one
or both)

Leg (Hip, upper, koee, lower,
ankle, foot; one or both)

(e-S)

If 6-16 yrs.
Id ask:
ow many

. kp
I° fre.
sc al 1 tI. Of
w b ors?

(f/

Days I None

Now many
days did

keep
you from
your lob
or busIns
lot wok
or the weekb f

Enter number
of days, or
check
"None"
ond sk
Col. (h)

(g)

Day, I None

During that
2 week
period hate

any days
did ...
ham yeu
In bed
all or most
of 'I'd"?
If any
"days"
entered in
Cols. (g)
or (b) skip
to Col.(k)

(h)

Days None

Ask ONLY if
"None"
checked in
Cols. (g) and
(b),

LAST WEEK
OR THEWEEK

BEFORE did
... coup you
to cut dawn on
th things you
usually do?

(1)
.

Ye I No

Ask
ONLY
if "Yes'
in. Col.
(0i
Did you
have to
cutdowm
fa as
mochas
o doy?

(if- - ...
Yes INa

When did you first
notice ... 7
(Check the fast bas
which applies)

''

(k)

When did you
lost or

"11` i° °doctor about

Enter month
anti year if
during past
12 months,
otherwise
check
"before 12
months" or
"never"
box

(I}

Ask only if
doctor seen
dosing the
past 12
months:
Dating the
post 12
month. about
how many
firm. hays
you seen or
talked to a
doctor
obout ... 7

(m)

...
1

I

I

1

I

, .

I

1

I

1

c
0 lest 2 wks. 0 before
0 2Lks.-3rao. 12

D 3.12 months month,

M/Y___

'
Li B. 12mo.
0 Nev. No, of ttenes

s
I

I

1

I

1

I

I

1
I

1

I

CD /arc 2 wits. ;:_l helote
CD 2.41.-3 too. 12

0 3-17 months mooch.

M/Y_--
( -] B. Ilmo.0 Never

1
No. of III."

s I

DOES : NOT

1

I

1

I

1

I

I

1

1

ID last 2 wks. L; he,,,,
0 2 wks.-3rno. 12

CD 3-12 months months

WY.______
I.:3B. 12mo.
0 Never

:-.-1----. 3

AP/ PLY

I

I

V

I

1

I

I
I

0 lam 2 wk., p before
p 2 wksAmo. 12

CD 3-12 months mouths

M/Y
Li B. 12mo.
[J Neon No. ol Imes

s

1

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

/
I

I

I

CD last 2 wk. 11.] before
CD 2 wks.3rno. 12

L 3-12 months . maths

M/Y

5

0 B. I2mo.
U Never No. of times

1

a
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
1

I

I

r---
I

1

0 Ian 2 Irks. 1....] belote
0 2 rk1,31Do. 12

0 3-12 months months

MN
0 B. 12mo,
0 Neon No. of timer

I
1

I

1 /

i
1

I

I

i
1

I

I

last 2 ars. 0 before
0 2wIrs.3 mo. 12

ED 3.12 months month,

MN_
0 B. 12mo.
0 Neon

7No. .i. uses

reported in Question 18 or (If no hospitalization reported go to Table P)

g!1.4"K:P111c7:Pf:mr!;" youdtr tI:g)0helaptl
If "Yes," ask:
o. What woo the nom* of the

operation?
b. Any other operations?

Ii)
Yes I If 'Yes,' name of operation, etc.

What Is the norme and address of rho hospital you met In?

(Enter full name of hospital, street or highway on which it is
located, city and Store; if city not known, enter county.)

(if

NOTE

TO

INTER-
VIEWER

Alter
N° Name of hospital Address

Completing
'Street
1 - Table II
I City and
State to to

J Street Table P

I City and
!State
:Street

',City and
I State

USC01.11.60C
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TAIL! C.2 FOR NOMSAMPLI PIRIONS ONLY' Fill one lino of Table C2

Col.
No.0
per
Ill

Is)

Wisp
sloe
No.

(b)

Name 01 eocalsloo as
sepottod la Quessloos

9-11

(1)

1)IdifIKI
BYER
p sell

talk 1* 1
Jostst
111;

(El)

Aoki lot all Ill ead
stoma effects el old il)uflos t
(o) if dm°, tam!

What did ths skew eel it
west did As Ire It

mailas1 tore
(b)14 /oases sot talked sot

Alcoa Mesa! laity Rod
sat (12) (04) Se
fesIrtd.

Aek le+ AN lalutlos cholas
pass 2 weskit

Wkot pare of ohs body Will

irrof IstnI 54 Injury woe 1.9
Anstlitni else/

(al)

Aok II the oIttf ill Col. (10-11
I::
An Impareesse,

ot
s Smuts

What was Nis 1111D1111 el s ..

19.4

Ask osly llt
6 ramp old
et eve( sad
Wade...,
PootTlelos,61. us
trouta of
goy hug,

Cso rep

I" Illmoors
N, nod
.1"12",,M.,
;;;;;Vrii
ol f

(o4)

Ask lot say sassy Is
Col. le -2) of Col. (e..2)
that lasludes Nes 'Met

Allstsy1 T11201
Asthma :..coadltlee 'Asthma

,Fi
$ moke Tte se

What kW 16... Is It/
'Foe as Olney of 'teaks
asks

Now dsos 05o Game
(stroke) 'Roo yogi

(10

(=1 Ye.
=No

1 l::: Yea I
No

0 Yes
No

I

a Yes '
Ne

0 Yea0 No

1::] Yes 2

No

Yoe
EI No

. Yes

EI No
e

0 Yoe
0 No

1 Eplos '
C:Z/ No

a

6

0 Yes
E] No

' [] Yoe 8

p No

1:::) Yea

No

1 EI Yes
0 Na

s

EI Yos
0 No

I:=1 Yea

No

a

9

0 Yoe
Ns

' Yes 1

No

a

10

Yoe

EI No
" Yoe '

LM N9

.0Q TO FRONT OP OURSTIONNAIRI

FOOTNOTES
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for each condition repotted for each NonSamAl Person
il'i,f7 y,cts

or more
skt

How many
clays did

,...-- keep
you from
yam lob
or Waimea'
lest week
or the weak
4.4,,,,,y

Entertaw aumaer
of days or
clock
None"

and ask
Col. (h)

(a)

Dsyst None

[No.. 0,s,
2 ,,,,,&
,,,,,,k4 6,,
tamer dale
dill.
I", 1""
is SS. ,

theSr
raael or e
day?

,,
E may days'
entered to
Cola. 4) or
(b) skip to
Col. (i)

(h)

Days None
I

Ask ONLY 11

"None' checked
to columns (I) or
(1) "d 00'
LAST WEEK OR
THE WEEK
BEFORE did
... coven yow
to eat down as
rhe things yew
usually do?

II "Yes" checked
ask Col. (I). U
"No" skip to
Col. (k)

(i)
-

Yoe No
i

Ask only 11

"Yea" Is
column OH
Old yew !rove
so cut km"
fa as much
we a day?

(j)

Yes I, No
I

When did yew
Erat notice... I
("-beck("-"c` thl ''''
box which
°PP")

Or)

Ash only fort
Imps Impacts and Wades

And fort
Abscissas Inflammation
Aches Neuralgia
Bleeding NetwItle
Blood Clot Paine
Bolls Sores
Cancer Soreness
Cyst Tumor
Growth Ulcers
Infection Weskoess
,n,,,,p0,,,,,f,hebpdvi.,,FF.,,,.,17

Sbow detail fort
Ear or eye (one or both)
Hood (Scull, acelp, face)
Wool - (Upper, mIddlo, lower)
APR (Moulder, upper, elbow,

lower, wrist, band; one at
both)

Log (Hip, upper, knee, lower,
ankle foot; one or both)

(e-3)

U 6-16 TIM'
old asks
Hew merry
days did
... keen
you From
school last
monk or the
week before?

Eater Dumber
of day. or
check "Nooe'
mod skip to
Col. (h)

(f)

Days
i

None

x I

1

1

I

1

I

1

1

I

I

(
I

I

I

I

1

I_

0 last 2 wk. 0 b.loto
0 2wko.-3o. 12

0 312 awaits mood.

1

1

1

1

I

I

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

I

1

i

1

0 lam 2 wk. 0 1.1ore
0 2 wk..3wo. 12

0 3112 soothe swath.

x
r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

[

I

I

I

I

I

[11 lam 2 mks. 0 haw.
0 2 rrhs..3mo. 12

0 342 works swaths
x

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

1

1

I

I

1

0 ler 2.k.. 0 helot.
0 2wks..3mo. 120 3.12 mouths mood's

a I

I

I

I

1

1

I

1

1

I

1

I

I

i

T

I

i

I

I

I

1

I

1

I

1

/
I

I_.

I

I

1

1

0 lama 2 .lit. 0 before
0 2wka..3mo. 12

0 3-12 awaits aloud,.

0 lam 2 tyke, 0 beta.
02 wks.-3.o. 12

0 3-12 wroth. maths

x

5 I

I

I

1

I

I

i

1

I

I

t

i

Olen 2 wk. 0 belot.
0 2wks..3 so. 12

0 3-12 mouths mooch.

x I

1

1

1

t

I

1

I

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

0 lest 2 wk. 0 beta.
0 2 wk.-31no. 12

0 312 woods ooarb

x I

1

1

I

I

I

1

I

t
I

I

I

I

1

1

I

0 lar 2 wk. 0 beim.
0 2wks..3mo. 12

0 312 mamba eroalh

x
I

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

(0 km 2 wk. 0 beat
0 a wk..3ao. 12

0 312 moods Booths
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TAME P Name of Sample Person

PI. (Dorm nor amid,'

P.2. At tit, present time are you et/Week *Wog may modiaino or treatment for any
m:Allier:9

If "Yee," ask:
a. For whet condition?

El Yes No

P.3. De you* haw wry comIltlest which Ohio 611111 yem palm or dlsoestfort?
If "Yes," ask:
e. 11%at Is the condition?

Yee

P-4. Do hall e *my hoelth problem which Is sexes of weer, to you or Miter memilmes of

r, "Yss,Lk:
a. Whet Is the problem?

--I
Yoc No

P.S. (Du. not apply)
-.

P6. In general, would you say your hoolth Is excellent, goad, foir, ar poor?
Excellent C-ved
Falr Poor

HAND RESPONDENT CARD TO P7 (FORM NMS434)
P.7. Listed watuttst.crdshzoins=1:nedni:Itoilns...PktossiLlarant:i.X" tsrsisit.iing.hycc.randitIon:vthh.,Ich in.dibeztsolhhho.T..41:::Tyyr.401,131,:kc.rnejittio,:tor

P.& u. Did you work at sty time during the post 2 remooks?
If "No," oak P-6-11 and P-P::
b. Evan though you did net work during that time do you have a jobs. buslns?
c. Wet. you frobing for work or on layoff horn a job?

Y.. No

Y.. No

Yes No

P.9. Whet Is the name and aridrss of rho dicier or clinic you usually go to for your OWR
medical advice it trsetniont?

a. During the past 12 months about how meant' times did you sae or visit (doctor
Se clinic named)? lot you/gall

Name And address

Number of times

b. Dosidooltbe doctor et :clinic named above) did you see or visit any other doctor
during the past 12 months? 0 Ye. 0 No (0. to P-m7)

If "Yee," ask: Who was this? (into, nace and ddrae)

a. How teeny times did you goo him during the post 12 months?

Name sad address

Number of times

d. Did you set any other doctor. during tins past 12 months? Yes No (0. to P-10)

U "Yes," ik: Who wen th:st !Ent.. neaps end ddraa.)

el. How many times did you see him during ifs* past 12 rventfla?

Name and address

Numbei of times

P.11). In conjunction v,ith this survey we sometimes need to obtain additional information
ham medical and hospital records. In COBS you ars sotected as on. of Ass. persoos
for whom ors wish Is obtain additional information will you pions, sign this farm
(present release - Form NHS-S13-7) which allows us to commit your health records
to obtain this Information.

MEDICAL AUTHORIZATION FORM

Slaved

Refused: Motor ...aeon)

NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: If interview not yet complatod for nonaurnpla pampas, go bock to Question 9 (on Inside of questioev,o1r0 and oak
Questions 9-11 for non,soneple persons. Otherwisk pc to front of quostionnoite.

FORM 1041.5.10 (1.4.113/
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Version Three of Questionnaire
Form Approved: 13.1 et Bn.rna N

The National Health Survey is authorized by Public L., 652 of the 84th Congre (70 Stat. 489; 42 U.S.C. 305). All infotmatioa which would
permit Identification of the Individual will be held strictly confidential, will be used only by persons engaged la sod for the pa:poi:es of the
urvey and will not be disclosed or released tr others for soy other purposes (22 FR 1687).

onit littS.S.13-3
111..91) U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

UPICAU OF THE CENSUS
ACTING At COLLECT /NO AGENT FOR THE

U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY

1. Quetionnsite

of

Questioansires

2. ADDRESS
a. Address or description of location 3. Assignment No.

b. Walling address if not shown In (a): Include city and State 4. Serial No.

5. Which of these income groups rep, your total family Income for the past 12 months, that is, your', your....,
etc? (Show Catd H). Include Income from all sources, such as mopes, safari., rents from property, penion,
help from Motive., etc.

Group

6. -.Own Is the telephone number here?
Tele, phone No.

E j None

7. If sample person has not
A. I mentioned corner,
only. In this epee, It is
would be able to eel/ hint

been Interviewed but interview has been completed
In each houshold we ask some special qusetiarm oboist

(Sample person).

for other related members,
one person for himmtlf
What I. the earliest time

beef lime So call)

ask:

I

(or her)?

1 (Enfat

Date Time

8. RECORD
DF
CALLS
AT
HOUSE-
HOLDS

Item Com. 2 Cow. 3 Com. 4 Com. 5 Com.

Entire
household

Date

Time

Record of
Collback
for
Sample
Person

Coi.No.

SP
Date

Time

9. REASON
FOR
NON.
INTER-
VIEW

TYPE A TYPE B TYPE Z

E j Refusal

E j No one at home - repeated call.

E j Temporarily absent

E j Other (Spellp)

j (Specify, .e.. Sample
moved to lelama),

)
E j Interview not obtained for

Sample Person 0:

(Spe)ly reean)

10. Signature of interviewer 11. Code

FOOTNOTES

USCOMM. DC
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1. a. What le the moose of rho hood of this housoltold? (Enter name in appropriate
column)

V. What csm the moons of all other persons who lire here? (List all persons who
live bete)

c. Is them anyone *lie who lives horn who Is now No Yes (Lint)temporarily In a hospital?
d. Away on hominoid? 0 No El Yes (14.0
S. On a visit? Q No D Yes (trot)
I, Is /hors *flyer,* vise staying hero now? [I No 0 Yes (fiat)

Last name

First name sod initial

Lest name

First name and initial

2. How one you related to the hood of the household? (Enter relationship to
bead, for example: head, wife, daughter, gramisoo mother-it:1.w, etc.)

Relationship Relationship

3. How old were you an your lost birthday? Under 1 year Under 1 year

4, Race (Check one boo for each persoo) D White D Negro D Other D White c Nigro c oche,

5. Sex (Check one box lot each person)
Male

El Female
D Male

Female

If 17 years old or over, ask:
6. Ale you now married, widowed, divorced, separated, or ***** married?

(Check one boo for each person)

D Under lyears
D Married 0 Sepirsred
El Widowed 0 Never
D Divorced Married

If 17 years old or over, ask:
7, a. What Is the highest grad. you .Mended In school?

(Circle highest grade attended or check "None")

b. Did you finish the grade (year)?

D Under 17 years
Elem: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
High: 1 2 3 4
College: 1 2 3 4 5+

None

Yes El No

SP

DI Under 17 year.
Alarriad 101 Separated

D Widowed Q Never
D Divorced Married

El Under 17 years
Elem: 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 6
High: 1 2 3 4
College: I 2 3 4 5+

None

Yes 1:73 No

If 17 years old or over, auk.
B. o. What were you doing moat .3 the past 12 ',tenths

(For nudes): working or doing something vise?
(For females): keripIng house, working, or doing something ales?

If "Something else" checked, and person is 45 years old or over, ask:
b. Are you retired?

D Under 17 mars
0 Working

Keeping house
= Something else

Under 17 yams
E] Working

Keeping house
ED Something else

= Ye. 0 No Ye. ENo
NOTE: Eleginn frig with Question 9, you must interview dm romp/. person for hi,,.

soil. Check the opproirrlote box and follow/kw indicated order of asking
the guorricn.

CI Sample Persno borne and available ask SAMPLE PERSON Q. 9-19
=Sample Personnot at home or not mailable cnotinue interview for

9. Were you sick at any tinrs LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE) (That Is, the
2 -week peeled which ended this post Sunday night.)
o, What was the matter?
b. Anything els.?

Yes No Ej Yea QNo

10. Last week or the week holm* did you tolr my medicine or treatmont for any
condition (besides which you told roe shout)?
rs. For whet conditlone?
b. Anything else?

11. Lost week or the week 'before did you hove any accidents or inlorlei?

a. What were they?
b. Anything silo?

12. Did you ever have an (any other) accident or injury that still bothers you at
effects you In any way?

a. In what way does It both., you? (Record preseor effects)

b. Anything olio?

El Yes D No

Hand respondent cooditiooa card with "A" side up and pencil, then say:
13. Nave you EVER had any of the conditions listed on thin card7 filmier, chock

"Yes" Of "No" foe each one listed.

All No's

Yes's (One or more)

Ask respondent to turn card over (to "8" side), then say:
14. Have you had any of these conditions DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?

Please check "Yes" at "No" for each one listed.

0 All No's

Yes's (One or mote)

15. At that present time do you hove any other aihnonte, conditions, or problems with
your Imolth bosidos any you may have checked on the: yard or any that you told
me about?

a. What la the condi/Ian? (Record condition itself if still present; otherwise
tocord present effects)

li. Amy other problem'. with your health?

18. a. Have you been Ind heeplwil at any /bee during the is at 12 month.?
U "Yea," ask:

b. Hew teeny Owes were you in the Imerdtal during that period?

19. a. Have yew been potion, In s nursing home, rest home, or any shriller place
during the post 12 menthe?

If "Yee," ask:
b. DWI many limos wore you in o moiling hewn as mot hew. during that period?

R
For comsemple persons 17 years old or over, show who
responded fat Q. 9-11. Foe parsons under 17 ahoy' who
responded for them.

D Responded for self Responded for sell

0Col.was respondent
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Last name 0
First name and initial

Lest name

Firm name and initial

Len Dam` C
First name and initial

Last name I S1

First name and initial

helationship gelationsbip Relationship Relationship

Age
El Under 1 year

Age
El Under I year

e
El Under 1 year

Age
El Under I year

0 Whit.. 0 Negro El Other 0 White El Negro 0 Other ID White 0 Negro 0 Other 0 White 0 Negro 0 Other

0 Male
0 Female

(7 Male
0 Female

0 Male 0 Male
0 Female 0 Female

0 MarrierP UmdElLr.a.".d
0 Widowed 0 Never
0 Divorced Married

0 ManiL3 ut EpT.laute'd.
El Widowed 0 Neve:
0 Divorced Married

C-1,RdUnder_17, ar0 Mani; u'E1ZeypeaTted 0 yem..ted
0 Widowed 0 Never 0 Wirlowed C] Never
0 Divorced Married 0 Divorced Married

El Und.it 17 years
Elam: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C 3
High: 1 2 3 4
College: 1 2 3 4 5+
0 None
LI Yes trNc

0 Under 17 yenta
Elm: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0
High: 1 2 3 4
College: 1 2 3 4 3+
El None

'[..n Yes 1:::TNo

0 Under 17 yem 0 Linder 17 year
Elea: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 G Elea: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 411)
High: 1 2 3 4 High: 1 2 3 4
College: 1 2 3 4 3+ College: 1 2 3 4 3+
0 None 0 None

rn Yea In No r) l'el L'No
0 Under 17 years
0 Working
0 Keeping bnuse
0 Something else

.
0 Yee 0 No

0 Under 17 years0 Working
0 Keeping house
0 Something else

0 ye. 0 No

0 Under 17 years 0 Under 17 years
El Working E WorkingE Keeping house 0 Keeping house
El Something else El Something else

.
ID Yes 0 No 0 Yee El No

and Tibias C.1, H and P for himself. THEN :Ink Q. 9-11 and Table C-2 for non-sample persona.
norsample persona only.

0 Yee 0 No 0 Yes 0 No 0 Yea 0 No 0 Yes I-- No

Yea 0 No 0 Yes 0 No El Ye CD No El Yes O No

Yes 0 No 0 Yes 0 No 0 Yes 0 No 0 Yea 0 No

FILL ITEM N. THEN PILL TABLE C-2 FOR CONDITIONS REPORTED- - FOR NON-SAMPLE PERSONS

.. ..... -.
'

, r

. . .

.... ...
A r

:j 4jr i 04 'r, :,L

0 Rasp oodtd for self 0 Responded for self

Col.was respondent 0 Col.was respoodeot

0 Responded for self

Col.woo respondent

0 Responded for self

Col.was respondent 0
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TADLO C -) (Pci. el:101"): Fill one line of Table C -) for each

Col.
No.
of
per-
son

(5)

v-
ton
No.

(b)

Nome of ccorfirior to
repotted in Quails,

9.17

(c)

Mei you tab for all illareeas cod
avan pfesent effects of old iajeficto:

ji10,71 (o) U doctor talked to:
tolh to nor did rho dexter oar
a doefee it woe? ... did be oleo It
ekoai a xxedieol acme?

(b) lf doctor not talked tot
Recosd original entry and
ask: (a-7)- (c)) as
reariked.

Ask for all injuries doing
peer 2 wicket
Mal pm of the body woo

4at k'-d of Islam was It?
Asoitlilag Jea?

(d)

Ask if cha coal is Col. (e-1)
iv'

Ao Impaircdack,

or

Syeiptoci

Vta2t won ttIO (ICOC4 el ...4

Ask only Ask for any eon is
if: Col. (e-1)or Col. iv 2k
(t Veit" that inclodes the aor,ls

o5.4ldr'i..b1pc,,,,,i°d Tad=
c, A ex 1=7: .:Cood rime

uesatryokito
Lopriv. T'l),Loolsa see:

Mot hied of ... la ItR

For no allergy or
strew pair

Maw deco rho allergy
laude) ark:et yea?

Ca you
ace soilesto rood
ordinary
sow:peppy
plot with
glooarts?

(o-d)

ED Yes
No

Yea I
No

Yes
No

Yea I
N°

Yes

E] No
El Yea 2
El No

Yea

E] No

Yoe
No

Yes

No

Yes x
No

Yes

Na

Yes t

Yet
Ej No

Yes s
No

TiolBLEI H or ' t -4,. b Fill cos Ilse o Table H for each horpirallaadea reported

Cal.
No.
of
per
°Qa

(s)

floes.
floe
No.

(b)

Yee sold Ace yes was le the
(ace, taloa, tea.) dogleg the

Mat did yaw cotes the kospNel
kat Hotel}

(E., ...Lk ,i,,,,...d ,.....
date rat hooves, obtain at.tfoore.)

(e)

h I Day

hospitol
pool yes. -

(era

u ....1

Year

ties sexy
sights more
pow In tho
hospitel?
al .w....kw..
kwea
accept boot("n(m.)

(d)

Nigldis

Coallate ft= conks la C010223. . (a)
sad eth at eltat clot:dor cad a= the
coestleoe ....

Pa who aesditia did me ester the
hospital - do yos Enos Oleo arettlati
ease
(U Ismakal sumo sat Immo, ester
resgoadser's descri(tion)
(Batty coat show "Cacao," "SW,"
aad "Parr of bad," Is same 47"11 14
roixtrati to Table C-1)

th)

Haw saw of
them .-
sheets sera

44 Plee
12 meters?

(o) -
Nights

haw NNW, oftee.- -
wishes vote

sash et
do wash
Ialard

IL
Nieto !Newt

Wore yea
still Ile ear
bomPleal ea

Saar*
alglatt

. (A)
Yes I No

I

1

I

I

I
I

i
I

I
i
i
I

-C11)

I

I

I

I

r
I

I

I

I I

I

I

I

I

I

I 1

e
000.4 orms.s.tit.s 11.41.11
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condition reported in Questions 9.17 for the Sample Person,

Ask only foe:
Impairments ofd injuries

And for:
Abet eeeee Inflammation
Aches Neuralgia
Bleeding Neuritra
Blood Clot Pains
Boils Sores
Cancer Soreness
Cyst Tumor
Growth Ulcers
Infection Weakness

Mu:apart of the body Is affected?

Show detail for:
Ear or eye - (one or both)
Head - (Skull, scalp, face)
Bock (Upper, middle, lower)
Arm (Shouldet, upper, elbow,

lower, wrist, hand; one
or both)

Leg (Hip, upper, knee, lower,
ankle, foot; one or both)

(e-5)

lf 6-16 im
-Id ask:,
ow many
ye dld

keep
Y° ""'c of I

0 or
was b- or ?

(1)

Days I None

How mony
days did
- keep

Y" IF'°`"your lob
or bualness
last week
or the week
before?

Enter number
of days, or
check

None"
and ask
Col. (h)

fg/

Da;s 'None

Outing that
2 weak
wind how
""'" datadid ...
keep you
In bed
all or most
of the dny?

If any
"days"
entered in
Cola. (g)
or (h) elrip
to Col.(k)

lh)

Dayr) None

Ask ONLY if
"None"
checked in
Cols ( 1 and' '13--(h):

LAST WEEK
OR THE
WEEK
BEFORE did
... cause you
to cut down on
the things you
usually do?

(r)

Yes I No
-1

Ask
ONLY
if "Yea.- .in Los

. '
(r):
Old you
hove to
cut down
for as
'ouchesa
a doy?

(i)- - - _
Yes INo

When did you first
notice ... ?
( heck the first box
which applies)

(k)

Whon did you
last or
folk to o
doctor about

Enter month
and year if
during past
12 months;
otherwise
check
"before 12
months" or
"never"
boo

(I)

Ask only if
doctot seen
during the
past 12
months:
During the
post 12
months obout
how many
times have
you seen or
talked to o
doctor
about ... ?

(m)

2
E

g

.1,
-i

4

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
1

I

I

I

i
1

1

I

0 last 2 wk., 0 before
0 21rks.-3rtio. 12

0 3-12 months mouths

WY

1
0 13 12mo.
0 Never N'' ° ti".

a I
I

I

I

1

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

.

I

I
I

I

r

0 last 2 wk.. ED beforep 2 wk..-3 me. 12

0 3-12 months month'

WY---
I_D B. 12 ,00.

0 Never
2

No. of time°

: 1

I

DOES : HOT

,

1

I

t

I
I

I

t

i

I

I

t

I

I

li

0 last 2 wire. El before
=I 2 wka.-3mo. 12

=I 3-12 months month,

WY

3I= 8. I2"
=I Never

No, of times

I

APIeLY
I

1

1

1

1

0

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0 last 2 wire, =I before
0 2 vrica.-3mo. 12

0 3-12 monar months

WY

4

0 B. I 2rno.

0 Never No. of times

o I

I

I

i
I
I

I

t
I

I

I

1

I

I

I

i

1

I

I

0 last 2 wka. 0 before
0 2 vrica.-3me. 17

=I 3-12 moths months

WY

5

0 O. 12mo.
=I Never No. of times

a t
I

1

I

s

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

1 =I
I

I

last 2 wks. 0 before
0 2 wke.-3.s. t't
03.12 =orbs .nibs

WY

6
= B. 12 ma.0 hi ever No. of rirse

r
I

I

1

i

I

I. I
r

1

I

1
1

I
I

I

I

[DLitt 2 Irk. I= beLie
El 2wlia.-3mo. 12

I= 3-12 moothe mootLe

WY

7
0 B. 12mo.

L
0 Never No, of tiara

in Questions 18 or 19. (U no hoap.talizatio-i reported go to Table 13)

Were any operations porformed on you
during this stay at the hospital?
If "Yea," ask:
a. What was the name of the

eperntIon?
b. Any other Opel:01one?

(I)
Yes III °Yee,* name of operation, etc. No

What lo the nome and address of the hospital you we. n 'n?

(Eisler full name of hospital, Intact or highway on w6(ch it Is
located, city and Stare; if city not known, enter county.)

(I)
Name of hospital Address

NOTE
TO

INTER-
VIEWER

After

Completing

Table II

go to

Table P

'Street
I -
City end
Stet.
Street

!City and
I Suite
:Street

' City and
State
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KomsAMPLE PERSONS ONLY' Fill one line of Table C-2

Col.
No.
Of

Pat"
DOS

(a)

Quote
tLoa
No.

(b)

Name of coalition ea

x"°"" in Qui"i"'
941

(e)

Did _you
EVER

g,...r
tali, to a
d6et.'
above

(d)

- ---
Ask for all 11In 00000 sad
peasant effects of old initolas i

(a) u ,octe, calked to:

What did tbts diets, soy it
wan? did Ito olva it
a medical nate?

(b) U doctor not talked tat
Record original catty and
ask: (al) (0-5) a°
required.

Ask foe all inklas during
past 2 walks,

illtar pert of the body was
hurt?
Mot kind of Injury was It7
Anything else

(al)

Ask If tha entry la CoL (a-1)
Is:

Am Impaloastar,
Of

Symptom

Vital mot the cause of .. . 7

(e-2)

Ask only ifs
6 yaara old
or ova sad
blindness
pitavdiariLt
cd e.
troAla of
any kied.

c,,,, pm

°°° °°11*nate,
to rood
°Id"'
newspaperwith
glossas?

OH)

Ask for say entry in
Col. (e-1) or GA (0.4
that includes the words:

Merge Tama
Asthma "Condition"
Cyat "Disease"
Smoke° "Ttottble"

What kind O.. . Is it?
'Fa ari allergy or stroke
oak:

Now does rho allergy
(stroke) effect you?

(a-4)

1

in Yes
0 No

D Yas x

D No

a

2

0 Yea
0 No

xil) Yes
al No

0

3

:= Yos
0 No

0 Yes x

0 Na
a

4

0 Yos
E3 No

0 Yee 1

D No

5

0 Yesn No

0 Yes x

0 N°

6

0 Yes0 Na

M Yea x
0 No

7

0 Na
0 No

1 D Yes x

0 No

0 Yes0 No
M Yea z

M N-i

9

0 Yea
0 No

El Yes x

M No

10

0 Yes
0 No

I M less
ONO

GO TO PlitaT OP OUIESTfONNAIRE

FOOTNOTES
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for each condition reported for each Non-Sample Person

Ask only for:
Impairment's and injorie

And for:
Abscesses Inflow:lotion
Adm. Nermolgia
Bleeding Neuritis
Blood Clot Pains
Boill. Sore s
Cancer Soreness
Cyst Tumor
Growth Ulcers
Infection Weakness

What part of this body is affected?

detail for:
Ear or eye (one or both)
Hood - (Srult, scolp, face)
Bock (Upper, middle, lower)
Ann (Shoulder, upper. elbow,

lower, wrist, hand; one or
both)

Leg (Hip, upper, knee, lower,
ankle, foot; one or both)

(e-3)

If 6-16 years.
old ask:
How many
days did
... keep
Too from
/Aloof last
week or the
week before?

Enter number
of days. or
ckhckkkip.N.r.

Col. (k)

(I)
rNye None(None

If 17 yeas.
old or more
ask:

How many
days did
... keep
you front
your pal
or businm
Pool work
or the work
b.r,,ky
Ewes nutlike
of days or
check

None"
and ask
Col. (h)

(g)

Dam None

During that2 ....k
period hew
cony days
did .
kW,' Y0°,
in had 0...i. or
most of 1,0
doe ,
1( 003 ' d,Ys"
entered in

Cols.

col. (k)

(1)

Days 1 None

Ask ONLY if
"None" checked
in c010,00 (1.) or
(s) and (h):
LAST WEEK OR
THE WEEK
BEFORE did

, cause you
to cut down on
Cho things you
usually do?

ifssi"Yef (1)be.checked

"No:' skip to
Col. (k)

(1)

'Yes ' No
I

Ask oaf? if
"Yee ' to
column (i).:

Old you hove
to cut dawn
for as much
as o day?

(i)

Yes i No
I

Wham did you
first notle.. , y

..(Check the Isrst
boo which
"Flie')

(k)

sr
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
i

I

i
I

I

1.st 2 wk.. 0 before
0 2wkr.3sso. 12
0 3-12 months mooth

a /

I

I
I

1

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0 last 2 wk.. 0 before
0 2 wke.3sso. 12

0 3.12 months swath.

sr I

I

I
i

I
I

I

I
I
1

I

1

i

I
I

t
0

I

I

0 leer 2 Irks. 0 before
0 2 wk...)wo. 12

0 3-12 womba mamba
sr

I

I

I

I

P

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

:plass 2 eta. 0 before
0 2trke.3 es, 12

0 3-12 soothe months

:
I

I

I

f
I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

P

I

I

.
I

I

1

0 last 2 wk.. 0 before
0 2 wks.r3mo. 12

0 3-12 mothe month,
a I

I

I

I

,

i
I
I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

0 leo 2 wk.. 0 before
,-2 2 wks.-3mo. 12

0 3.12 wombs swathe

c t
I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

E1lelt 2 Irks. 0 before
0 2 wks..)wo. 12

0 3-12 wash, soothe

. I

I

I

I

I

/

I

I

I

I

/
I

I

I

I

i

0 lest 2 wk.. 0 before
0 2 trkm..3.0. 12

0 3-12 wombs months

. I

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

i
1

I

I

I

I

1

1

0 last 2 Irks. CD before
0 2wki.-3 mo. :20 3-12 months months

I

I

I

I

1

I

i
I

4

I

I

I

I

0 Ian 2 wk.. 0 before
0 2 uks.3oo. 12

0 3-12 swaths months
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TRCLU P Homo of Sammie Paseo

P.1. Have pm cow boon othrliond by a doctor to liOit the emotrot at te avoid entirely
certain kiwis of food or haymows?
li "Yes," sob
0. Pee whet racoon or cenditlen?
b. Are you still folletriog this advise?

0 Yet 0 No

0 Yoo 0 No
P. At the woman time ere you regaled,' taking arty modiste* or treatment for any

stoodition?
U "Yes." N.::
0. Pot what evostition?

T'it 0 No

P4. Do yen hays any condition .kith often sooty* you pole or discomfort?
U "Yes " sobs
o. Who; is the oendition?

0 Yot 0 No

P.4. Do yoo have may health preblors which Is o Pomo of worry to you or water mosobors of
row foully?
I "Yes," saki

a. What Is the problem?

0 No0 No

.

PIi. (Pot owlish Are you lialtitd In any rosy In Om commtt or bind of waft your am de
bosoms al your Mobil?

(Pot feloolsolt Aro you Waited In afty way In He mount or land of lwasewerk yen con
do bairns of Tow health?

U "Yes," sok:
e. Riot condition coos.. Me?

0 Tcs 0 No

P4. is general, world you coy yew hest* is ottooliont, good. kir, er poor?
0 Est Aleut 0 Good
0 Fok 0 Poor

HAND RESPONDENT CARD TO P.) IFORM NIIS413-411)
P.?. Listed on this cord ore stnrotol 'condons. Please plop on "X" opposito 'ph sonditios which kdicroteo hoe frosty

by

think most other
people would rani *host co* condition on Intorvlow iike thin that Is. If they or some oho, member of *off fawn,* hod the londltlom.

P4. a. Did you wed' of any Hem riming the pest 2 weeks?
U "No," oak P.8-le end PIm
h. flvoo thoogh you did not work *wing tiort time de you hove n lob or business?
a. Wore you Whiny he work et on lereff from hob?

0 Yo. 0 No

El Yes 0 No
0 Yoe 0 No

104, What is the mom cod oddress of Hts doctor or allots yew royally go is for TOUT Omn3
awilkel °dyke to neetwont?

th Dewing the post 12 tenths short how way times did yaw sot et vial doctor
sr stink nomad(? for maga

Nome sod addrese

NUMMI of times

It. Booties Om &Pm or dials cowed above) did you see or visit ray other doctor
dewing oho past 12 months? 0 Y°8 0 No (o. to P...i 0

U "Yes." watt Rho wee this? (Inter some ewe wow...)

s. Now espy Homo did yew owe him dodos the pest 12 mseths? ..

Nowt sod address

Numbst of times

d. Did pm sow 08V/ ether *mhos doting the pest 12 mentlts? 0 Ys 0 No filo to 14 c.)

U "Yes," ask: Who was title? Meter newt see owereow

0. Hew awry flees did moo so* him dosing *open 12 stooths?

Naas sod address

Ntasber of 'laps

ria. Is eeshoscilott Id* this surrey wo seactikneft wood te Awes additional iftfewnetlen
hem vedleol aid Imspitel rearde. lo soma you ore selected es one of Hoop peps.
est whew we wide to abaft additional Infasowlen will pm pips. slip this lam
(provost release . Pono NfirreS.1S4) whit* allows no to consult year Iasi* room&((p pro and

lofsrmetiso.

MEDICAL AUTHORIZATION PORN

ED Biped

0 aoloott4i f;tilt! reiyotA

. ... . . . ...--..
NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: 0 Inferelwe, net yet comphrted for now * persons, p bock to OvostiOnir grlf-pilo/OVpatotfOnRifirird ash
Cimmitteno 9.1) for nensompto persons. Otherwise, ge to freed of queetIennoln.

1,001 11011.6.11.1154.411.1
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nn nn
11.,

Physician Visit Record
PHYSICIAN VISIT RECORD NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY UAW. 14.fa. .Aftrdd44AM-11

A.

Moeller. If Poisible, Camelot@ Ouslion A Wore holont Is Soon Sy Doti.

1.1 Ploos Nts1 Na. 0.1,01

Doolar's ltoon Cl;.,.

DOCTORI Complete One Column al Questions 1 through 8 for,
Such Separate Diagnee le (Condition) or Impression (I.E., Diabetes, Hypertension, etc.) and
Each Separate Symptom (Joint Pain, Skin Rash, etc.) Not a Part of Diagnosis (Condition) or Impression,

Provided That the Dlagnosia (Condition,,, impression, or Symptom Was Considered, Noted in record, or Mentioned
Today By Either You or the Patient.

If More Than 2 Columns Are Needed, Use the Continuation Sheet

11 Tnro I. N. Dissonesio (Condition), Impression, Of Symptom for the ^otiont, Mock 1:=1
end hint limner for This Vlsitt Than SW, to Question 1.

Column I

(I). IMINT nose. of diagnosis (coodislon),Improsslos
or symptom (medical terms If poulble)

MM M441.1 Tom

Column 2
PrIni 6W Iw1 tory

12). Was th diagnosis (condition), impression, or
symptom esntioned by you lodoy?

II yes, MINT form used

13). Was the dlognosis lawns lon, or
symptom ...Honed by 1k. patient today?

II yes, MINT term used

(4). When do you think the pationt first became
owaro of the diagnosis (condition), Impression
or symptom spdtiod to Ovetion
a. Over 3 months oge

b. During post 3 months but bolero Itchy

c Today
d. Other

(3). Now much emphasis did you giro today to the
diagnosis (condllion), improsslon, or symptom
spocifiod In Ovestlan

(6). At some tin. during th past woelt was this
diagnosis (condition), Impression, or symptom
ossocialtd with

a. Marked or moderate polo

b. Marked or moderato emotional dress

c. One or more days in had

d. Othor chong in ortielly

e. Other trouble IIIIINTI

173. Action lobo, today related le the diagocmis
1conditlert), impression, or symptom specified
in (uoslitta I. ID. not alter ostlers Won ONLY
for purposes of a iodine physkel miumlortIsto.)

Adler

a. Modicolion

b. laborotory 1.111

t. Xroy excimin ellen

d. Volum visit to you

e . ileforro1 to other M.D.

1. Future hospItolicollen

g. Future surgery

h. Change in dlot or drink

I. Chong. In smoking

i. led lost
k. Other change in acgrity

I. Other action 17.11N11 .ggc.

(C). Doctor's Signoturo

YES NO
Met Mon us.

yes tQ NO C=I
Print Iva us.

Yu= NO Z:3
WO MA owl

YES=
M111440 roped

NO

CA.k one Ma Check

=
b. =3b.

E=I
d.

Mode es point of It

Plored It down

of those

I Made a point o111

Flayed It dowe

Neither of the..

CC:3

EDNoIlhor
a=
C:=

0.

d.

Yea

=1
ri-1

Coed ems M. In
NO

C=I

sorb gob
DON'T KNOW

0.

b'

YES

=I
1:110

Chad e0. Y.
NO

CI
C:=1I=

Is soth II.
DON'T KNOW

CI
1::=1
C=3
1::=1

=
I 31=CI CI CI

token today

0.11.06,
.1 ere..
Of Podrom.

IT=

0144.1 of
oectereme

No action token lodoy

A..1.06, h.
ROI Worse

or redwood

II No action

portooml

Check ...hue& berm

69 69 (= . =
70 I b. E=I 70 I= b. I=
71 71 [ED c a=1
72 17= .. CI 72 = 6. I=
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Sample of Completed Physician Visits Record Summary

NATIONAL HEALTH SURVEY PHYSICIAN VISIT RECORD

M.D. A CARD
CODE H LOC. DATE RET. DIAG. NO. ANSWERS

BORN /98' SEX M' 9 VISITS IN 1960 SURVEY

525 04 12-18-1 1 0 OF 0 1 REFERRED BY COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY
2 9 NONE
3 9 NONE

Q. 4-7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
ABCDE ABCDEFGHIJKL

210 01 02-05-2 0 1 OF 1 1 ANGINAL SYNDROME
2 1 CHEST PAIN
3 1 CHEST PAIN

Q. 4-7 1 1 1 3 3 3 9 9 1 9 9 1 9 9 9 1 1 1 9 9
ABCDE ABCDEFGHIJKL

210 01 03-30-2 0 1 OF 1 1 ANGINAL SYNDROME
2 1 ANGINA
3 1 CHEST PAIN

Q. 4-7 1 3 1 3 2 2 9 9 1 1 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9
ABCDE ABCDEFGHIJKL

210 01 05-03-2 0 1 OF 1 1 ANGINAL SYNDROME
2 2 NONE
3 1 CHEST PAIN

Q. 4-7 1 2 1 2 2 2 9 9 1 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9
ABCDE ABCDEFGHIJKL

210 01 06-14-2 0 1 OF 1 1 ANGINAL SYNDROME-
2 1 ANGINA
3 1 CHEST PAIN

Q. 4-7 2 3 2 2 2 2 9 9 1 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9
ABCDE ABCDEFGHIJKL

210 03 07-30-2 0 1 OF 2 1 ARTERIO SCLEROTIC HEART DISEASE ANGINAL SYNDROME
2 1 CHEST PAIN
3 1 ANGINA

Q. 4-7 1 3 1 1 2 2 9 9 1 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9
ABCDE ABCDEFGHIJKL

210 03 07-30-2 0 2 OF 2 1 OSTEOARTHRITIS LUMBAR SPINE
2 2 NONE
3 . 2 NONE

Q. 4-7 1 3 2 2 2 2 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
ABCDE ABCDEFGHIJKL

210 03 08-29-2 1 1 OF 2 1 ANGINA PECTORIS
2 1 CHEST PAIN
3 1 CHEST PAIN

Q . 4-7 1 3 2 1 2 2 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
ABCDE ABCDEFGHIJKL
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Recode
number Title

APPENDIX II

DIAGNOSTIC RECODE 3

01 Tuberculosis (active) (inactive), all sites - - - -.

02 Other chronic infective and parasitic
diseases

03 Malignant neoplasms

04 Benign and unspecified neoplasms

05 Hay fever, without asthma

06 Asthma (with or without hay fever) (bronchial)
(not otherwise specified)

07 Other allergic disorders not elsewhere
classifiable

08 Diseases of the thyroid gland

09 Diabetes (mellitus)

10 Anemia and other diseases of the blood and
blood-forming organs, 3 mo,+

11 Vascular lesions of the central nervous
system

12 Headache and migraine, chronic

13 Specified mental disorders, not elsewhere
classifiable

14 Ill-defined mental and nervous trouble, not
elsewhere classifiable, 3 mo.+ -

15 Diseases of the.heart, not elsewhere
classifiable (chronic rheumatic) (arterio-
sclerotic) (hypertensive)

16 Hypertension, not elsewhere classifiable, with-
out heart involvement

International Classification of Diseases
(Seventh Revision) inclusions as modified by NCHS

001-007, 008, 009 -S, 010-012, 014-019

020-029, 031-034, 036-039; 040-056, 057 excl. 057.1;
058-064; 070-074; 080, 082, 083.0, 084-096.8; 096.X,
100-138

140-205

210-239

240

241

'245 (242-244, 246-S not used)

250-254

260

290-299

330-334

354, 791

083.1, 083,2, 300-324, excl. 318.3

327-S (318.3, 326.3, 326.4, 790.0, 790.2)

410!443 (782.1, 782.2, 782.4)

444-447

3
The recode categories 1-46 are the same as those used in-the Recode 3 for the Health Interview Survey. Recodes 48-50 were included in Re-

code 47 in the original recode.
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Recode
number

17

18

19

Title

Varicose veins

Hemorrhoids

_
Rheumatic fever; arteriosclerosis, not
elsewhere classifiable; other chronic diseases
of the circulatory system

International Classification of Diseases
(Seventh Revision) inclusions as modified by NCHS

460, 462

461

400-402, 403-S; 450-456, 463-468; 782.0, 782.3,
782.5-782.8, 782.X

20 Chronic sinusitis 513

21 Chronic bronchitis 502

22 Other chronic diseases of the respiratory
system 510.0, 512, 514-517, 523-526; (480-493, 3 mo.+; 511,

518-522, 527, 783, if 3 mo.+)

23 Ulcer of stomach and duodenum 540-542'

24 Hernia (abdominal cavity) 560, 561

25 Diseases of the gallbladder, chronic 584-586

26 Other chronic diseases of the digestive
system Any in 530-539, 543-545, 551-553, 570, 572-583, 587,

784.5-784.7, 785.0-785.3, 785.5, 785.7-785.X (784.0-
784.4, 784.8, 785.4, 785.6)

27 Disorders of menstruation 634

28 Menopausal symptoms, except psychosis 635

29 Urinary calculi; prostate disorders; other
chronic genitourinary conditions 602, 604, 610-612; 620, 592, 594, 623; 591, 593, 600,

601, 603, 605-609, 613-617, 621, 624-633, 636, 637,
786, 789, if 3 mo.+

30 Chronic skin diseases 690-716, - if 3 mo.+ except 694

31 Arthritis and chronic rheumatism 725 (720-724 not used), 726.0, 726.1, 726.3, 727

32 Other chronic musculoskeletal disorders 730.1, 730.2, 744; - [731-733, 735, 738, 740-743, if
3 mo.+]

33 Fractures, 3 mo.+, no residual specified 800.9-829.9

34 Other injuries, 3 mo.+, no residual specified 850.9-999.94

35 Severe visual impairment

36 Other visual impairment

37 Hearing impairments

38 Speech defects

39 Paralysis

40 Absence, fingers, toes, only

41 Absence, major extremities

42 impairments (except paralysis and absence),
back or spine

4
Unspecified residuals, 3 mo,+, of dislocations, sprains, strains, are coded to X70.9-X79.9, by site.
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Recode
number Title

International Classification of Diseases
(Seventh Revision) inclusions as modified by NCHS

43 Impairments (except paralysis and absence),
upper extremities and shoulders

44 Impairments (except paralysis and absence),
lower extremities and hips with any other site

45 Impairments (except paralysis and absence),
multiple not elsewhere classifiable, and ill-
defined, limbs, back, trunk

46 Other Impairments

47 Other chronic conditions, not impairments and All other ICD code numbers which may be chronic
not in recodes 48-50 conditions

48 Chronic diseases of eye, not impairments 370-388, if 3 mo.+; 753.0, pt. 753.1

49 Chronic diseases of ear, not impairments 390-396, if 3 mo.+

50 Chronic organic nervous system conditions 340-350, 353, 355-369; pt. 753.1; pts. 780, 781, if 3 mo.+

000
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APPENDIX III

SAMPLING DESIGN

Introduction

The sampling design consists of the selection of
the sample of respondents, the allocation of the sample
to interviewers, and the procedures used in calculating
the estimates.

Family Account Numbers and Medical Record

Numbers at KFHP

The main devices used in selecting the samples
were the Family and Medical Record Numbers, which
are now discussed..,

On enrollment in KFHP, a new subscriber is as-
signed a seven-digit number called the Family Account
Number. There is one Family Account Number for the
subscriber and the covered members of his family.

For the subscriber the Family Account Number is
also his Medical Record Number. Other members of his
family are also assigned individual Medical Record
Numbers which are in sequence after the Family Ac-
count Number for all members covered when the sub-
scriber joins and. which are the next higher numbers
for those joining the covered membershipe.g., new-
born infants at a later time. Thus, the Family Account
Numbers are the Medical Record Numbers of the sub-
scriber, and each member of KFHP, subscriber or not,
has his own seven-digit Medical Record Number. The
records for each person include both his Family Ac-
count Number and his Medical Record Number.

Population

For purposes of this study the populatior.consisted
of all members of KFHP that met the following require-
ments:
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Selection and Assignment to Interviewers

of the Interview Sample
Introduction.The two main samples in the study

were the PVR Sample, for which medical records were
prepared, and the Interview Sample, a subsample of the
PVR Sample for which interviews and comparisons with
the medical records were made.

In this section the selection of these two samples,
the weights of the elements of the Interview Sample, the
interviewers' assignments, and the dates of beginning
and terminating interviews are discussed.

Preliminary Sample.The population from which
the Preliminary Sample was drawn consisted of all sub-
scribers to KFHP and the covered members of their
families 15 years of age and over who were members
of KFHP during the 6 months January through June
1960 and who were not members of the Culinary Workers
Union.

The Preliminary Sample consisted of those with
terminal digits 2, 5, or 7, and thus included approxi-
mately 30 percent of the population.

Physician Visit Recora (PVR) Sampleallocation
to five waves or sequences. Using the data on number
of visits to SCPMG of each person in the Preliminary
Sample for the 6 months January through June 1960,
the Preliminary Sample was classified into two strata
those who had made 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 visits to SCPMG
during the 6-month period and those who had made 5 or
more visits during that period.

The PVR Sample consisted of an approximately
10-percent sample from the first stratum and an ap-
proximately 20-percent sample chosen from the second
stratum, selected as indicated in tables I and II.

Table I. Sampling procedure for those making
0 through 4 visits during January-June 1960

(1) They were members during the 6-monthperiod
January through June 1960 and during ''ae study
itself.

(2) They were at least 17 years of age at the date
of interview.

(3) They were not members of the Culinary
Workers Union.

Of those whose seventh
digit (Medical Record
Number) is

Include in the sample
those whose fifth digit
is

0

2

1

4

2

6

3

8

4

0

5

7

6

5

7

9

8 9

1 3



Table II. Sampling procedure for those making
5 or more visits during January-June 1960

Of those whose seventh
digit (Medical Record
Number) is

Include in the sample
those whose fifth digit
is

or

0 1 2, 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 4 6 8 0 7 5 9 1 3
6 0 3 5 7 4 8 2 9 I.

For convenience in initiating the PVR record
keeping and in the interviewing, the sample was ran-
domly allocated to five waves or sequences of approxi-
mately equal sizes (see table III). Record keeping be-
gan at 3-week intervals for the five waves.

The PVR Sample thus selected consisted of 4,922
names. These were allocated to five sequences or waves
according to the sixth digits of the Medical Record
Numbers as stated in table III. The staggered beginnings
of the waves facilitated both the operations of record
keeping at SCPMG and the interviewing by the Bureau
of the Census later on.

Table III. Allocation of sample to sequences
or waves

The sequence
or wave

having iden-
tification
number

Consists of
all persons
in the PVR

sample having
sixth digit
(Medical
Record
Number)

The date on
which PVR's
began to be

filled out for
the sequence or

wave was

1 2 or 5 October 15, 1961

2 1. or 8 November 5, 1961

3 6 or 9 November 26, 1961

4 0 or 4 December 17, 1961

5 3 or 7 January 7, 1962

Interview Sampledetermination of weights. Ap-
proximately 11 months after the beginning of each wave,
the number of visits of each person on the PVR Sample
was tallied from the PVR's for that person. Using those
data on number of visits, the Interview Sample was se-
lected from the PVR Sample in accordance with tame
IV. Also, in table IV are given the weights resulting

from the combination of the 1960 visit strata and the
study year visit strata.

Table IV. Sampling ratios and weights for in-
terview sample

Number of visits

Sampling
ratio Weight

January-June
1960

Approximately
first 11
months of
study year

0-4 0 1 in 10 20

0-4 1 1 in 3 6

0-4 2 - 5 1 in 2 4

0-4 6 and over All 2

5 and over 0 1 in 10 10

5 and over 1 and over All 1

Allov.ation of the Interview Sample among areas
ana zrteri,,ewersdates of interviewing.With minor
mo-'eilications, the service area of the Kaiser FoUn-
datzon Health Plan was divided into four areas, three
of were in Los Angeles and the fourth which
contained Fontana and nearby areas. The four areas
are those of the present study.

After the Interview Sample was selected for a
given wave, the addressee I'm members were located
and the :,ample was thus disizibuted among the four
areas.

For each of the four areas, the Interview Sample
was all'; ated at random among the three questionnaires.
Beca,x.t., of problems of cost and administration, how-
ever, ir;.szpenetrating samples were not used for inter-
viewer &ssigmments within all areas. In the three Los
Angeles areas, the interviewers shifted from area to
area in different waves. In the Fontana area, the in-
terviewers were the same in all waves.

One year after the beginning of the PVR record
keeping for a wave, the PVR record keepingterminated.
Interviewing of that wave then began and continued for
2 to 3 weeks afterwards. The only change from the
original plans occurred in Waves 4 and 5 in order to
avoid the possibly higher noninterview rates between
Christmas and New Year. The dates are given in table
V.
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Table V. Scheduled and actual interviewing dates, by wave
.....-....=

Wave

, _

Scheduled dates Actual dates

Beginning Ending Beginning Endings

1 October 22, 1962 November 10, 1962 As scheduled

2 November 5, 1962 November 24, 1962 As scheduled

3 November 'N.,, 1962 December 15, 1962 As scheduled

4 December 17, 1962 January 5, 1963 December 12, 1962 December 22, 19622

5 January 7, 1963 January 26, 1963 January 3, 1963 January 16, 1963

ber.

The change in dates for Wave 4 was primarily to
Christmas season.

In some cases, interviewing occurred after the stated ending date,

Final changes in the sampte.During data proc-
essing, two changes were made in the sample to be
tabulated. These were as follows:

(1) All persons under 17 years of age on the date
of interview were eliminated.

(2) It had been decided earlier that only one per-
son would be interviewed in any household.
Consequently if any household had two members
or more selected for the sample, all but cne
were eliminated from the Interview Sample,
but the information for the sample person not
eliminated was duplicated and in one instance
triplicated.

interview Sample for Which PVR's

Were Not Used
In any record-check study for which special records

such as the Filt's are being prepared, there are always
the possibilities that these special records are incom-
plete or inaccurate or that the respondent has become
aware of the study sufficiently to influence his reporting.
Consequently a further sample, called Wave 6, was se-
lected as follows:

(1) The Wage 6 Sample was selected from persons
in the Preliminary Sample who had not been
selected for the PVR Sample but who had as a
sixth digit of their Medical Record Numbers
either 0, 3, 4, or 7i.e., the sixth digits
corresponding to Waves 4 or 5.

(2) A 10-percent sample was selected from those
with 0, 3, 4, or 7 as the sixth digit of their
Medical Record Numbers in accordance with
table VII.
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but the we re few in num-

reduce the amount of interviewing during the

Table VII. First-stage 10-percent sample from
those having sixth digits identifying se-
quences or Waves 4 and 5

11=1.11ES,

Of those whose seventh
digit (Medical Record
Number) is 0 1 2 3 4 .5 o 7 8 9

Include in the first
stage sample those
whose fifth digit is--- 4 5 9 0 3 2 1 7 6 8

000

(3) The resulting sample, called the PC Sample,
then consisted of a subsample of one in six
of those selected in item 2 who had made 0
to 4 visits to SCPMG during January-June
1960 and a sample of one in three of those
who had made 5 visits or more to SCPMG
during January-June 1960.

For the PC, or Wave 6 Sample, medical rec-
ords (PC) were obtained by using the patient
charts (PC) the study year. The persons in the
PC Sample were not in the PVR Sample, and
no indication of their being in the PC Sample
could have reached the physicians and, through
them, the patients, because physicians were
not involved in the preparation of the medical
records (PC).

(4) The medical records (PC) were then used to
select an Interview Sample that consisted of all
persons in the PC Sample who had made at
least one visit to SCPMG during the study year,
and a sample of 1 in 10 of those was selected.
Thus the weights for Wave 6 are 3, 6, 15, and
30.
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VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS PUBLICATION SERIES

Formerly Public Health Service Publication No. 1000

Series I. Programs and collection procedures. Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Ilealth Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions,
and other material necessary for understanding the data.

Series 2.- Data evaluation and methods research. Studies of new statistical methodology including: experi-
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data,contributions to statistical theory.

Series' 3. Analytical studies. Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series.

Series 4. Documents and committee reports.Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised
birth and death. certificates.

Series .10. Data from the Health Interview Survev.Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use
of hospital, medical., dent 1, and other services, and other health-related topics, based on data
collected in a continuing national household interview survey.

Series El. Data from the Health Examination Survey. Data from direct examination, testing, and measure-
ment of national samples of the civilian, noninstitutional population provide the basis for two types
of reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United
States and the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psycho-
logical characteristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various-measurements without
reference to an explicit finite universe of persons.

Series 12. Data from the Institutional Population Surveys Statistics relating to the health characteristics of
persons in institutions, and their medical, nursing, and personal care received, based on national
samples of establishments providing these services and samples of the residents or patients.

Series 13. Data from the Hospital Discharge Survey. Statistics relating to discharged patients in short-stay
hospitals, based on a sample of patient records in a national sample of hospitals.

Series 14. Data on health resources: manpower and facilities.Statistics on the numbers, geographic distri-
bution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other health
occupations-, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.

Series 20. Data on mortality.Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or
month"), reportsspecial analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables, also
geographic and time series analyses.

Series 21. Data on natality, marriage, and divorce. Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce
other than as included in regular annual or monthly reportsspecial analySes by demographic
variables, also geographic and time series analyses, studies of fertility.

Series 22. Data from the National Natality and Mortality Surveys. Statistics on characteristics of births
and deaths not available from the vital records, based on sample surveys stemming from these
records, including such topics as mortality by socioeconomic class, hospital experience in the
last year of life, medical care during pregnancy, health insurance coverage, etc.

For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Office of information
National Center for Health Statistics
I.3ublic Health Service,
Rockville, Md. 20852
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